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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with biologically-inspired interactive neural networks used for the task of object recognition. 

Such networks offer an interesting alternative approach to traditional image processing techniques. Although the 

networks are very powerful classification tools, they are difficult to handle due to their bidirectional interactivity.  

This is one of the main reasons why these networks do not perform the task of generalization to novel objects 

well. Generalization is a very important property for any object recognition system, as it is impractical for a 

system to learn all instances of an object class before classifying. In this thesis, we have investigated the working 

of an interactive neural network by fine tuning different structural and algorithmic parameters.  The performance 

of the networks was evaluated by analyzing the generalization ability of the trained network to novel objects. 

Furthermore, the interactivity of the network was utilized to simulate focus of attention during object 

classification. Attention is an important visual mechanism for object recognition, and provides an efficient way 

of using the limited computational resources of the human visual system. Unlike most previous work in the field 

of image processing, in this thesis attention is considered as an integral part of object processing. In this work 

attentional focus is computed within the same network and in parallel with object recognition. 

As a first step, a study into the efficacy of Hebbian learning as a feature extraction method was conducted. In a 

second study, the receptive field size in the network, which controls the size of the extracted features as well as 

the number of layers in the network, was varied and analyzed to find its effect on generalization. In a third study, 

a comparison was made between learnt (Hebbian learning) and hard-coded feature detectors. In a fourth study, 

attentional focus was computed using interaction between bottom-up and top-down activation flow, with the aim 

to handle multiple objects in the visual scene. On the basis of the results and analysis of our simulations, we have 

found that the generalization performance of the bidirectional hierarchical network improves with the addition of 

a small amount of Hebbian learning to an otherwise error-driven learning. We also conclude that the optimal size 

of the receptive fields in our network depends on the object of interest in the image. Moreover, each receptive 

field must contain some part of the object in the input image. We have also found that networks using hard coded 

feature extraction perform better than the networks that use Hebbian learning for developing feature detectors. In 

the last study, we have successfully demonstrated the emergence of visual attention within an interactive 

network that handles more than one object in the input field. Our simulations demonstrate how bidirectional 

interactivity directs attentional focus towards the required object by using both bottom-up and top-down effects. 

In general, the findings of this thesis will increase understanding about the working of biologically-inspired 

interactive networks. Specifically, studying the effects of the structural and algorithmic parameters that are 

critical for the generalization property will help develop these and similar networks and lead to improved 

performance on object recognition tasks. The results from the attention simulations can be used to increase the 

ability of networks to deal with multiple objects in an efficient and effective manner. 
 

http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:liu:diva-64692 
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Abstract 

 

This thesis deals with biologically-inspired  interactive neural 

networks used  for the task of object recognition. Such networks offer 

an interesting alternative approach to trad itional image processing 

techniques. Although the networks are very powerful classification 

tools, they are d ifficu lt to handle due to their bid irectional 

interactivity. This is one of the main reasons why these networks do 

not perform the task of generalization to novel objects well. 

Generalization is a very important property for any object 

recognition system, as it is impractical for a system to learn all 

instances of an object class before classifying. In this thesis, we have 

investigated  the working of an interactive neural network by fine 

tuning d ifferent structural and  algorithmic parameters.  The 

performance of the networks was evaluated  by analyzing the 

generalization ability of the trained  network to novel objects. 

Furthermore, the interactivity of the network was utilized  to simulate 

focus of attention during object classification. Attention is an 

important visual mechanism for object recognition , and  provides an 

efficient way of using the limited  computational resources of the 

human visual system. Unlike most previous work in the field  of 

image processing, in this thesis attention is considered  as an integral 

part of object processing. In this work attentional focus is computed  

within the same network and  in parallel with object recognition. 

As a first step, a study into the efficacy of Hebbian learning as a 

feature extraction method  was conducted . In a second  study, the 

receptive field  size in the network, which controls the size of the 

extracted  features as well as the number of layers in the network, 

was varied  and  analyzed  to find  its effect on generalization. In a 

third  study, a comparison was made between learnt (Hebbian 

learning) and  hard -coded  feature detectors. In a fourth study, 

attentional focus was computed  using interaction between bottom -

up and  top-down activation flow , with the aim to handle multiple 

objects in the visual scene. On the basis of the results and  analysis of 

our simulations, we have found  that the generalization performance 
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of the bid irectional hierarchical network improves with the add ition 

of a small amount of Hebbian learning to an otherwise error-driven 

learning. We also conclud e that the optimal size of the receptive 

fields in our network depends on the object of interest in  the image. 

Moreover, each receptive field  must contain some part of the object 

in the input image. We have also found  that networks using hard  

coded  feature extraction perform better than the networks that use 

Hebbian learning for developing feature detectors. In the last study, 

we have successfu lly demonstrated  the emergence of visual attention 

within an interactive network that handles more than one object in 

the input field . Our simulations demonstrate how bid irectional 

interactivity d irects attention al focus towards the required  object by 

using both bottom-up and  top-down effects. 

In general, the find ings of this thesis will increase understand ing 

about the working of biologically-insp ired  interactive networks. 

Specifically, studying the effects of the structural and  algorithmic 

parameters that are critical for the generalization property will help  

develop these and  similar networks and  lead  to improved  

performance on object recognition tasks. The results from the 

attention simulations can be used  to increase the ability of networks 

to deal with multiple objects in an efficient and  effective manner.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

This thesis addresses issues related  to biologically-inspired , 

interactive neural networks for object recognition. The main focus is 

to explore and  optimize the parameters relevant to the structure and  

learning of these networks through systematic testing, as well as to 

model the mechanism of attention as an emergent property of the 

interactions within the networks. In total, four stud ies have been 

conducted . Stud ies I, II and  III were carried  out in the form of 

systematic testing and  focus on the generalization ability of the 

network with respect to learning algorithm, feature extraction 

method , as well as on the influence of the size of the receptive field . 

Study IV covers the modeling of the interaction between ventral and  

dorsal pathways to produce the focus of attention. 

1.1 Motivation and Background 

Object recognition is the process of assigning a given object a known 

label. Human beings perform the task of object recognition almost all 

the time while their eyes are open. The speed , robustness and  ease 

with which the visual system perceives objects is unmatched  and  is 

also a requirement for survival. The importance of this task can be 

realized  by imagining what would  happen if we recogn ized  a lion as 
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a goat in the jungle, or if our visual system should  required  a couple 

of minutes to correctly recognize an object .  

Object recognition can be d ivided  into two types based  on the task 

at hand . These are object categorization and  object id entification. In 

object categorization, the task is to decide the object‘s type or to 

which larger class the object belongs. For example, even if cars may 

have d ifferent shapes, colors, makes, year of manufacture, etc., we 

can categorize all these objects as cars. Object identification, on the 

other hand , is about identifying an object as a unique member within 

a class. For example in a car parking area where a large number of 

cars are parked , a person can find  his own car. What is important for 

object categorization is the ability to ignore variations within a 

category at the same time inter-category variations are emphasized . 

On the other hand , d uring object identification  variations among the 

objects of the same category are emphasized  instead . While in  

computer vision these two tasks of object identification and  

categorization are considered  as two contrad ictory tasks, biologically 

they rely on the same processes and  the same stages of generalization  

[1]. Likewise, in computer vision, identification comes before 

categorization, while biologically these two seem to be performed  in 

the reverse order [2].  

An interesting d iscussion in the object-recognition field , especially 

in the context of biological plausibility, is about object -based  vs. 

view-based  recognition models. In object-based  mod els, objects are 

represented  by describing the positions of the parts of the objects in a 

three d imensional object-centered  coord inate system. These models 

are based  on Marr‘s 3-D object-centered  recognition theory, one of 

the earliest influential works in the field  of object recognition  [3]. In 

this approach, a 3-D model representation of an object is constructed  

from the visual properties of the object and  then matched  with 

previously stored  object-centered  3-D representations in memory. 

Object recognition is achieved  on three levels. On the first level, the 

principal axis of the object is found . In the next level, the axes of the 

smaller sub-objects are identified  and  in the last step, matching is 

performed between the arrangement of the components and  a stored  

3-D model of the object. The advantage of the model is that it keeps 
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only one canonical representation of the object. This is theoretically 

enough to recognize the object from any view point , and  thus saves 

memory. An important approach in this category and  which is based  

on Marr‘s theory, is the 3-D component-based  object-recognition 

model [3].   

View-based  models [4][5][6][7], on the other hand , suggest that 

objects are represented  by a  collection of snapshots, obtained  by an 

observer while viewing the objects. In these models, to recognize an 

object, a mechanism is requ ired  which takes the current percept of an 

object and  matches it with the stored  views. One advantage is that 

view-based  models do not require complex 3D representations [8][9]. 

There is psychophysical [10][11] and  physiological [12][13] evidence 

of view-based  representations in the human visual system  [10]. 

Object recognition is a prerequisite for the development of many 

autonomous systems. It is still an unsolved  problem and  massive 

research is going on in this area. Although initially, object 

recognition was considered  a very simple problem it was soon 

realized  that it is qu ite a complicated  issue. Actually, recognizing an 

object under constrained , favorable conditions is not very d ifficu lt. 

For example if one has to develop a system that recognizes the 

Roman letter ‗A‘ under the conditions that it must be machine 

printed  on a white paper, at a fixed  position, must have only one font 

size, and  be presented  und er ideal lighting conditions then it would  

not be a very challenging task. On the other hand , developing a 

system that can recognize letters under less favorable cond itions, 

such as a letter written by an arbitrary person, at any position, of any 

size, font, and  color, against an arbitrary, possibly cluttered  

background , would  make this problem quite complicated . Due to 

this complication, object recognition systems that are used  

commercially are bu ilt for particular applications and  work under 

restricted  cond itions. The development of a generic object 

recognition system still seems to be a d istant reality. 

Much effort is being pu t into understand ing, modeling and  

simulating the human visual system in order to develop a generic 

object recognition system. For obvious reasons, the main insp iration 

for build ing a generic object recognition system comes from the 
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human visual system. A number of models which try to explain the 

underlying mechanism for invariant object recognition and  achieve 

the performance level of human vision system  have been proposed .  

The human visual system is very complex and  is composed  of 

millions of neurons. These neurons are arranged  and  connected  with 

each other in some pre-specified  scheme to form biological neural 

networks. Information processing in these networks lead s to visual 

phenomena. The similarity of the artificial neurons with the 

biological neurons insp ired  many researchers to develop 

biologically-inspired  artificial neural network mod els for object 

recognition. Most of the proposed  models are feed -forward , with 

information flow ing in only one d irection, and  do not take into 

account the backward  connections found  in the human visual 

system. Consequently, these models lack the biological p lausibility 

and  flexibility to simulate some important visual phenomenon like 

attention, in a biologically plausible way.  

Visual attention is an important mechanism of the human visual 

system. It manages the huge quantity of visual information received  

by the human visual system and  helps to avoid  problems of 

interference. Attentional mechanisms allow a selected  portion of the 

input information to be processed  further at a time and  thus facilitate 

performing the recognition task swiftly . Selective attention is not 

only a good  tool to op timally utilize the computing resources of the 

human visual system but is also suggested  to be an effective way of 

processing sensory information  and  have an important role in action 

control [14] [15]. 

In this thesis, the focus will be on interactive (bid irectional, 

recurrent) neural network models for object recognition. In these 

networks, information flow s in both forward  and  backward  

d irections. The dynamics created  by the bid irectional information 

flow gives interactive networks more flexibility as compared  to 

feedforward  networks, and  explains many interesting visual 

phenomena. 

In the next chapter we will present an overview of neural 

networks and  the biological visual system and  a few models of object 

recognition, inspired  by biological find ings. 
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1.2 Research Problem 

This thesis investigates biologically-inspired  interactive
1
 neural 

networks with the aim to broaden our understand ing of these kind s 

of networks, and  thereby enable us to improve their performance for 

object recognition. Structural modifications and  learning parameters 

will be evaluated  by systematic testing for optimal generalization 

tasks. Moreover, focus of attention will be modeled  as an intrinsic 

property of the bid irectional interactivity of the network. In pursuing 

this stated  objective, the thesis aim s to specifically answer the 

following research questions: 

1. What effect does the size of the receptive field  have for the 

recognition performance of the network?  What is the 

optimal size of the receptive fields? 

2. Can Hebbian learning be employed  as a generic feature 

extraction method  in ord er to obtain good  generalization 

performance for novel objects?  

3. Should  error-driven learning be used ―an otherwise very 

powerful learning algorithm ―as a stand alone learning 

algorithm in biologically-inspired  interactive networks? 

4. Should  we use a learning method  to develop new feature 

detectors every time a new data set is presented  to the 

network or are hard  coded  standard  feature detectors a good  

alternative? 

5. Is it possible to model focus of attention as an emergent 

property of the network, as a result of interactions within the 

network, instead  of computing it as a stand alone process? 

 

 

  

                                                           

In this thesis term ‗‗interactive networks‘‘ has been used interchangeably 

with ‗‗bidirectional hierarchical networks‘‘.  
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1.3 Thesis Outline  

1.3.1 Overv iew  

The thesis is composed  of five chapters: 

 Chapter 1- Introduction – p rovides a brief background  to the 

field  and  describes the research problem. 

 Chapter 2 - Neural Networks and Biologically-Inspired Object 

Recognition – gives an introduction to neural networks and  

d iscusses briefly the biology of vision and  biologically-based  

models for object recognition. 

 Chapter 3 - Method – presents the models used  in the 

simulations and  the procedure carried  out for training and  

testing. 

 Chapter 4 - Results – presents the main find ings of the four 

stud ies.  

 Chapter 5 - Discussion and Future Work – comprises the 

d iscussion and  suggestions for further research. 

1.3.2 Included Papers 

The thesis includes the following three publications: 

1. Rita Kovordanyi, Chand an Roy, Mohammad Saifullah. Local 

Feature Extraction― What Receptive Field  Size Should  be 

Used . IPCV‘09, Las Vegas, USA.  

 

2. Mohammad Saifullah, Rita Kovord anyi, Chand an Roy. 

Bid irectional Hierarchical Network: Hebbian Learning 

Improve Generalization. VISAPP‘2010, Angers, France. 

 

3. Mohammad Saifullah, Rita Kovordanyi. Emergence of 

Attention Focus in a Biologically-Based  Bid irectionally-

Connected  Hierarchical Network. ICCANGA‘11, Ljubljana, 

Slovenia. (Accepted  for oral presentation)  
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Chapter 2 
 

Neural Networks, and 

Biologically-Inspired Object 

Recognition 

 

 

 

 

 

Neural networks have received  much attention due to their 

association with biological networks of neurons in the brain. As 

humans are very good  at object recognition, many researchers were 

attracted  to neural networks due to this resemblance, and  started  to 

use neural networks as a tool for the object recognition problems. In 

this chapter, first, a brief description of neural networks and  their 

d ifferent strategies for object recognition will be presented . Then a 

short d iscussion about the biology of the human visual system and  a 

brief review of a few selected  biologically-inspired  models will be 

provided . 

 

2.1 Neural Networks and Object Recognition 

Neural networks are considered  to be very strong classifiers and  are 

widely used  for object recognition tasks. Here we will present some 

of the basic terminologies related  to neural networks and  d iscuss the 
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d ifferent approaches for invariant object recognition  using neural 

networks. 

2.1.1 Real Neuron and Cort ical Netw orks 

The neuron is the basic processing element in the human brain. It 

is a single biological cell w ith a nucleus and  a cell body (Figure 2.1). 

The neuron can be d ivided  into three parts: the dendrite, the axon 

and  the cell bod y. The neuron receives input through the dendrites. 

This inpu t is processed  in the cell body and  if certain conditions are 

met an output is sent out through the axon. The axon of a neuron 

transfers activation to another neuron‘s dendrite through synapses. 

The synapse is a joint between the axon of the send ing neuron and  

the dendrite of the receiving neuron. The sending neuron is called  

the presynaptic neuron and  the receiving neuron is called  the 

postsynaptic neuron. Charged  ions are responsible for all input, 

output and  processing inside a neuron. The neuron can be 

considered  as a detector in the sense that it gathers input to detect a 

particu lar condition. When this condition is fulfilled , the neuron 

fires, that is, send s a signal. This firing of the neuron is called  sp iking. 

In the human cortex there are 10-20 billion neurons [16][17]. These 

neurons form networks that perform d ifferent tasks. 

 
Figure 2.1: Diagram of a neuron. 
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The cortex can be d ivided  into six layers, bu t in general these can 

be categorized  into three functional layers, input, hid den and  output 

layers. Input neurons get information from the senses or from other 

areas of the cortex. This information is then transformed in the 

hidden layers and  fed  to the output layers. The output layers send  

motor and  control signals to other areas of the cortex or to sub-

cortical areas.  

Neurons in these functional layers can be of two types: excitatory 

or inhibitory neurons. Excitatory neurons form the dominant 

majority of the neurons in the brain. They are mostly bid irectionally 

connected  within and  across brain areas, so information flow s both 

forward s and  backwards in these biological networks. Inhibitory 

neurons can be found  in all cortical areas. They are responsible for 

controlling or ―cooling down‖ the excitation of the biological neur al 

network. 

2.1.2 Art ificial Neural Netw orks 

An Artificial Neural network is an information processing 

parad igm inspired  by the workings of the human brain. Similar to 

cortical neural networks, an artificial neural network is a network 

made up of a large number of interconnected  units or artificial 

neurons. 

An artificial neuron or unit approximates the computational 

function of a biological neuron. The first computational model for an 

artificial neuron was proposed  by McCulloch and  Pitts in 1943 [18]. 

An artificial neuron receives one or many input signals and  then 

multiplies each input with its corresponding weight and  sum s them 

(Figure 2.2). The weights represent the synapses of the neuron and  

model connection strength. The weighted  sum is then filtered  

through a non-linear activation or transfer function that generates the 

output.  An acceptable range of output is usually between 0 and  1, or 

-1 and  1. The general equations for a neuron outpu t can be written as: 

 
 𝜇𝑗 = ( 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑖

𝑥𝑖) 
(2.1) 
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  𝑦𝑗  = 𝜑 (𝜇𝑗 ) (2.2)    

                                                                                              

where 

 𝜇𝑗   = net inpu t for the receiving unit j 

 𝑦𝑗   = the output of the jth neuron is, 

 𝑥𝑖   = is activation value of the jth send ing unit 

 𝑤𝑖𝑗  = is the synaptic weight 

 𝜑 = is the activation function  

 

Equation (1) and  (2) represent the weighted  sum of inputs to the 

neuron and  the transfer function respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2: A basic artificial neuron . 
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2.1.3 Types of Neural Netw orks 

There are several ways to organize an artificial neural network. 

The most commonly used  structures, or architectures, are 

feedforward  and  feedback. 

i. The Feedforward Network: In feedforward  networks the 

information flows only in one d irection , from input layer to hidden 

layers and  then to the ou tput layer. There is no feedback in the 

network. Put simply, the output of a layer d oes not affect the same or 

preced ing layers. 

ii. The Feedback Network:  In feedback networks information can 

flow in both forward  as well as backward  d irections by introducing 

feedback connections among the layers of a network. Among other 

things, feedback connections can be used  for send ing back error 

signals to the preced ing layer. Feedback networks are d ynamic 

systems; as their state is continuously changing until they reach 

equilibrium. Feedback architectures are also referred  as interactive or 

recurrent. Most commonly, the recurrent term is used  for feedback 

connections in a single layer organization.  

2.1.4 Learning Methods for Neural Netw orks 

Neural networks learn a task by experience. Before performing a 

recognition task, a network is first trained  on d ata fr om the problem 

domain. This process is called  training of the network. During 

training, the weighs of the networks are approximated  such that they 

can classify the given training data. Method s used  for learning of the 

neural networks can be broad ly d ivided  into two categories; i. 

Supervised , ii. Unsupervised . 

i. Supervised Learning: In case of supervised  learning, the 

network is trained  on a d ata set in the form of input-outpu t pairs. 

The network pred icts the output for a given input data, then this 

output is compared  with the desired  output and  the error is 

calculated  for each unit. The error is then used  to change the weights 

of the network to improve the performance of the network. In this 

way, the network learns the correct mapping for the input -output set. 
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One of the most well-known supervised  learning algorithms is 

backpropagation of error. 

Backpropagation of Error: The idea of backpropagation of error  

was first stated  by Arthur E. Bryson and  and  Yu-Chi Ho [19]. But this 

algorithm became well-known after the work of Rumelhart and  

coworkers in 1986 [20]. It is a modification of the Hebbian learning 

rule. It changes the weights of the networks by minimizing the error 

of the network, and  is based  on the delta rule: 

 
 ∆𝑤𝑖𝑗 =  𝜂 𝑡𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖 𝛼𝑗  (2.3)   

           

     The equation (2.3) implies that weight upd ate is proportional to 

the d ifference between the output activation  of the target 𝑡𝑖  and  the 

output activation of the receiving neuron 𝛼𝑖  , and  the output 

activation of the sending neuron  𝛼𝑗  . In equation 2.3 𝜂 is the learning 

rate. 

The simple delta rule cannot be applied  d irectly to the multilayer 

networks, having many hidden layers. A problem with the hidden 

layers units is that there is no way to find  the desired  output which is 

needed  for calculating error signals, like in the case of the output 

units. The backpropagation algorithm uses a generalized  form of the 

delta rule, called  the generalized  delta rule when the network has 

hidden layers.  

Accord ing to this rule, the activations of the units is calculated  in 

the forward  pass and  in the backward  pass algorithm iteratively 

calculates the error signals (delta terms) for deeper layer‘s units. 

These error signals represent the contribution of each to the overall 

error of the network and  are based  on the derivatives of the error 

function. Error signals determine changes in the weights which 

minimize the overall network error. The equation for the delta rule 

can be expressed  as: 

 
 ∆𝑤𝑖𝑗 =  𝜂𝛿𝑖  𝛼𝑗  (2.4) 
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Accord ing to this rule, the weight change is equal to the learning 

rate times the prod uct of the outpu t activation of the sending unit 𝛼𝑗  

and  the delta term of the receiving unit  𝛿𝑖  . 

The backpropagation algorithm is not a biologically plausible 

algorithm. A biologically plausible version of the backpropagation 

algorithm known as the recirculation algorithm was presented  by 

Hinton and  McClelland  [21]. Later, an improved  version of the 

recirculation algorithm, GeneRec (Generalized  Recirculation 

algorithm) [22] was presented  for biologically plausible recurrent 

networks. This algorithm requires two phases of settlings for a 

network in order to estimate the error. The two phases are the minus 

phase and  the plus phase. In the minus phase input is clamped  to the 

unit and  ou tput is prod uced , without any target outpu t, while in the 

plus phase target output is provided , in add ition to input. The error 

is then calculated  as the d ifference between the product of the pre 

and  the postsynaptic activations between the two phases.  

 
 ∆𝒘𝒊𝒋 = ∈  𝒂𝒊

− 𝒂𝒋
+ + 𝒂𝒋

−  (2.5) 

 
where 

 ∆𝒘𝒊𝒋  =  weight update 

 ∈ =  learning rate constant 

 𝒂𝒋
+  = activation of receiving unit for plus phase 

 𝒂𝒋
−  = activation of receiving unit for minus phase 

 𝒂𝒊
−  = activation of send ing unit for minus phase 

 

ii. Unsupervised Learning: In unsupervised  learning there are no 

output patterns presented  to the network. The network learns on its 

own by find ing statistical regularities in the input data. Hebbian 

learning is an important example of supervised  learning. 

Hebbian Learning Method: Hebbian learning is a biologically 

plausible learning algorithm. It is based  on the Hebbian theory of 

learning, proposed  by Donald  Hebb in 1949 [23].  In Hebb‘s own 

words, from Organization of Behavior [23]: 
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 ‘’When an axon of cell A  is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly 

or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic 

change takes place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the 

cells firing B, is increased.’’ (1949, p.62) 

 

This proposition states that connections between the neurons 

which are active simultaneously are strengthened  or in other word s 

the connection weight is increased . There are many mathematical 

learning rules based  on this proposition. The simplest mathematical 

form of such learning rule is: 

 
 ∆𝑤𝑖𝑗 =  𝜇𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗  

 

(2.6) 

 
where  ∆𝑤𝑖𝑗  is the change in the synaptic weight for a connection 

from neuron j to neuron  i . And ,  𝑥𝑖  , 𝑥𝑗  represent the activities of the 

neurons i and  j respectively while 𝜇 is the learning rate. 

2.2 Neural Networks for Invariant Object Recognition 

The main d ifficulty for an object recognition system arises due to the 

variations with which a given object may appear in the image. The 

object may have d ifferent sizes, have d ifferent position s within the 

image, have d ifferent shape variations, etc. A good  object recognition 

system must have the ability to handle some of these variations , or in 

other words be able to perform invariant object recognition. 

Neural networks have been widely used  for object recognition to 

recognize objects under all kind s of variances. Techniques to achieve 

invariant object recognition can be d ivided  into three categories [24]. 

First, the structure of the network is developed  such that it is 

invariant to d ifferent transformations of input. Second , all kind s of 

transformations of inpu t are presented  to the network during 

training, so that the network learns which transformations belong to 

the same input. Third , features used  as input to the neural network 

classifier are invariant und er d ifferent transformations. 
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2.2.1 Invariance by  Structure 

In the invariance by structure method , the connections between 

the units are manipulated  to prod uce the same output under certain 

transformations of the input. For example, we want to develop  a 

neural network such that it can hand le translation variations within 

the image. Assume that the required  translation is only horizontal. 

Now, we construct a three layer neural network. Suppose 𝑛𝑗  is a 

neuron in the hidden layer of the network and  𝑤𝑗𝑖  is the connecting 

weight for the input to this neuron. To get the translation invariance 

we have all the neurons on the same horizontal line to share weights. 

This means that 𝑤𝑗𝑖  = 𝑤𝑗𝑘 , for all 𝑖 and  𝑘 which lie on the same 

horizontal line in the input image. The neurons will receive the same 

output even if the image is translated  horizontally. This neural 

network architecture is invariant for translation in  the horizontal 

d irection. It is a naïve solu tion for a simple problem.  

A number of architectures to achieve invariant object recognition 

have been proposed . Approaches based  on the biological theory of 

object recognition also fall in this class of neural networks as the 

biological vision system handles variation in the input by its 

hierarchical architecture.  

Neocognitron is the first such network presented  by Fukushima 

[4]. This network performed well on translated  and  to some extent 

d istorted  images of letters. Neocognitron is a multilayer 

hierarchically structured  neural network which uses the principles of 

local feature extraction and  weight sharing. Convolutional networks, 

designed  for recognizing visual patterns d irectly from the input 

images also falls in the same category [25][26]. There are many other 

types of neural networks [27][28][29], which use their structures to 

deal with certain variations for the object recognition task. 

2.2.2 Invariance by  Training 

The philosophy behind  this invariance by training is that, since 

neural networks are very strong classifiers why not use them d irectly 

to get transformation invariance. A number of input instances of the 

same object under d ifferent transformations are presented  to the 
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network during training. The training instances of the same objects 

represent the very same object under d ifferent transformation s under 

which recognition invariance is requ ired . Once the network learns 

the training set it is expected  to perform in a transformation invariant 

manner. Rumelhart et al. [30] used  this approach to obtain rotational 

invariance, and  Lang et al. [31] for achieving speaker independence 

in speech recognition. 

There are two problems with this approach. First of all it is 

d ifficult to understand  how the network can recognize objects 

invariantly or in other words what kind  of training images of an 

object are required  so that the network pred icts the object under 

d ifferent  transformations. So, to achieve invariance, a network has to 

be trained  on almost all transformations of the object before it can be 

used  for invariant recognition.  

The second  problem stems from the fact that a given neural 

network has a limited  capability in terms of processing. If the 

d imensionality of the feature space is very high then it will put a 

huge pressure on the network. In that case the network will not be 

able to recognize objects under d ifferent transformations with 

accuracy. 

2.2.3 Invariant  Feature Space 

There are certain object representations which remain the same 

even if the input undergoes d ifferent transformations. These 

representations or feature spaces are used  as input to the classifier. 

Then, the classifier‘s task d ecreases considerably as it does not need  

to separate the d ifferent transformations of the same object with 

decision bound aries. Instead  the only thing to take care of is the 

noisy and  occluded  instances of the same object class. In such cases 

the role of the classifiers is second ary. The important step is to 

compute the invariant feature representations. There are two main 

d isadvantages with using this method . First it requires a lot of 

preprocessing in terms of computing invariant feature 

representations for the input objects, as input images cannot be 

d irectly used  as input to the neural networks for recognition. One 

possible solu tion to avoid  this problem is to use feature spaces which 
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are computationally inexpensive. The second  problem, associated  

with this approach is that not all feature spaces are suitable  for a 

given problem. Thus the method  to select the feature space must be 

flexible enough to allow the choice of a feature space suitable for a 

given problem.  

Many invariant feature spaces have been used  with neural nets 

includ ing wedge-ring samples of the magnitude of the Fourier 

transform [32], the magnitude of the Fourier transform in log-polar 

coord inates [33], and  moments [34]. These feature spaces have 

various shortcomings. Moment feature spaces are well known to 

have d ifficulties when noise is present, and  the remaining two 

feature spaces are not invariant to all transformations. 

2.3 A Biologically Plausible Computational 

Framework  

In this section a brief overview of a biologically plausible algorithm 

the Leabra (Local, Error-driven and  Associative, Biologically Realistic 

Algorithm) [35][36] will be presented . The Leabra algorithm 

(Appendix B) is implemented  in Emergent [37], a comprehensive 

neural network simulation environment we used  for d eveloping our 

models and  performing simulations. Leabra is based  on six basic 

principles [35]:  

1. biological realism  

2. distributed  representation  

3. inhibitory competition (kWTA) 

4. bid irectional activation propagation  

5. error-driven learning (GeneRec) 

6. Hebbian Learning (CPCA) 

On the basis of the above stated  princip les, the activation function 

for the basic units and  learning algorithm w as formulated . In the 

following the activation function for the basic unit of the model will 

first be described  and  then an overview of the learning algorithm 

and  its components will be presented . (In Appendix B, pseudo code 

for Leabra will be described  to help understand  how it works with 

interactive networks). 
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2.3.1 Act ivat ion Funct ion for the Basic Unit  

In Emergent [38], which is an artificial neural network simulation 

software that also incorporates Leabra, the basic unit is a point 

approximation of a biological neuron . All necessary computations 

regard ing the basic unit are made accord ing to a formula that is 

derived  by analyzing the electrophysiological properties of a 

biological neuron. An important parameter of a biological neuron is 

its membrane potential, which can be described  as a function of all 

the input to the neuron through its dendrites. The value of the 

membrane potential, together with a threshold , is responsible for 

determining the outpu t of the neuron. Leabra [36][35] models the 

output of a neuron by using the thresholded  sigmoidal function of 

the membrane potential:  

        

  
 

        ,
1








m

m

j
V

V
y




 

(2.7) 

 

where               
= gain 

V
m
 = membrane potential 

 = firing threshold  

     𝒙 + = positive component of x, otherwise zero  

 

2.3.2 Model Learning 

In general, learning is thought to be based  on the biological 

mechanism of long term potentiation (LTP) and  long term depression 

(LTD) [39][40][41]. Model learning is about developing an internal 

model of the environment. For model learning, the Emergent 

framework uses CPCA (Conditional Principal Component Analysis) 

augmented  with weight renormalization and  contrast enhancement,  

which improves the dynamic range of the weights and  the selectivity 

of the units to the strongest correlations in the input. The weight 

update equation for the Hebbian model learning is: 
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 ∆𝑤𝑖𝑗 =  휀𝑦𝑗    𝑥𝑖 − 𝑤𝑖𝑗   (2.8) 

 
                                                 =  ∆𝒉𝒆𝒃𝒃 

 

where 

휀 = learning rate 

𝑥𝑖  = activation of send ing unit i 

𝑦𝑗    = activation of receiving unit j 

𝑤𝑖𝑗  = weight from unit i to unit j 

 
Hebbian learning (CPCA) is supplemented  with an inhibitory 

competition mechanism. This results in a self-organizing learning 

model. In Emergent, the receiving units compete with each other for 

getting activated  in response to the input patterns, so that only the k 

strongest units become active and  thereby associated  to a particular 

input pattern. For this purpose, an inhibitory competition is 

implemented . 

2.3.3 Inhibitory  Compet it ion 

For inhibitory competition among the units in a layer, Emergent 

uses a k Winners-Take-All (kWTA) inhibition function. The kWTA 

function computes a threshold  values which allow only the k most 

active units in a layer to become activated  while keeping the 

remaining weaker units under their firing threshold . The amount of 

inhibition g
i, 
which is provided  to the layer  or unit group  is defined  to 

lie somewhere between the inhibition threshold  of unit k+1, 

𝑔𝑖
𝜃  𝑘 + 1 , which is the amount of inhibition that is required  to press 

unit k+1 below its activation threshold , and  the inhibition threshold , 

𝑔𝑖
𝜃  𝑘 , of unit k: 

                       

 𝑔𝑖  =  𝑔𝑖
𝜃   𝑘 + 1 + 𝑞  𝑔𝑖

𝜃  𝑘 − 𝑔𝑖
𝜃  𝑘 + 1   (2.9) 

 

where 

   𝑔𝑖
𝜃 (k) = inhibition threshold  for unit k 

   q = margin above required  level 
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The combination of Hebbian model learning and  inhibitory 

competition leads to a d istributed  representation of the input 

patterns, such that units represent the statistically -informative 

principal features of the input. 

2.3.4 Error-Driven Task Learning 

Model learning learns an internal model of the ou tsid e world , but 

it has limitations when it comes to learning input-output mappings. 

This makes model learning insufficient for learning a specific task.  

For this reason, in Leabra model learning is complemented  with 

error-driven task learning. Error d riven learning in Leabra is realized  

by Contrastive Hebbian learning (CHL) which is an improved  form 

of the GeneRec algorithm [22]. The weight update equation for error 

d riven learning in Leabra is: 

 
 ∆𝑤𝑖𝑗  = 휀 𝑥𝑖

+ 𝑦𝑗
+ − 𝑥𝑖

−𝑦𝑗
−  (2.10) 

 

                               = ∆𝑒𝑟𝑟 

 
where 

휀 = learning rate 

x
i
 = activation of send ing unit i 

y
j
 = activation of receiving unit j 

x
+
, y

+
 = act when also outpu t clamped  

x
−
, y

−
 = act when only input is clamped  

2.3.5 Combined Model and Task Learning 

In Leabra, Hebbian learning and  error-driven task learning can be 

combined  to obtain the ad vantages of the two forms of learning. A 

net weight update of a connection as a result of a combination of the 

two learning methods is: 

 

 

 ∆𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 휀 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑏𝑏  ∆ℎ𝑒𝑏𝑏 + (1 − 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑏𝑏 )∆𝑒𝑟𝑟   (2.11) 
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where 

휀  = learning rate 

                     𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑏𝑏  = proportion of Hebbian learning 

 
The combination of the two forms of learning allows the model to 

learn the statistical regularities in the input data, and  d o this in a way 

that suits the task at hand .  

 

2.4 Biology of the Visual System 

Biologically, the process of object recognition starts as soon as 

reflected  or emitted  light from an object enters the primate ‘s eye. 

Light contains information about the object from which it is coming. 

The light hits the retina of the eye and  the pattern of light is 

forwarded  toward s the part of the brain that is responsible for the 

recognition of objects. When the image reaches primary visual cortex 

V1 it is not the same as it was at the retina. On its way to the visual 

cortex, some preprocessing of the image takes p lace. The image from 

the retina is forwarded  to the visual cortex through the Lateral 

Geniculate Nucleus (LGN). Already at this early stage visual 

processing can be d ivided  into two processing pathways (Figure 2.3). 

These are the ventral or ‗what‘ pathway and  the d orsal or ‗where‘ 

pathway. While the ventral pathway implements object recognition, 

the dorsal pathway is responsible for processing the spatial 

properties of the objects and  guid ing actions toward  the objects. Here 

we will focus on the ventral pathway. 

The ventral pathway is composed  of a  series of areas V1, V2, V4, 

and  IT [42]. V1 is the first part of the visual cortex, called  the primary 

visual cortex and  is, among other things, sensitive for edges, gratings 

(bars with orientations) and  lengths of the stimuli [43]. There are 

three main cell classes in V1 called  s-cells (simple cells) and  c-cells 

(complex cells) and  hypercomplex cells [44]. S-cells detect edges and  

lines, c-cells detect lines and  edges with some spatial invariance, and  

hypercomplex cells detect length. The next area is V2 which is 

considered  to be sensitive to angles or corners [45] and  illusory 
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border edges [46]. Information from V2 is sent to V4 which has a 

preference for complex features like shapes and  contours [ref]. The 

next processing area in the ventral visual hierarchy is the inferior 

temporal (IT) cortex, which is considered  as the last exclusively 

visual processing area. The neurons in this area are sensitive for 

complex shapes, like faces, and  have invariant representations for 

position, size, etc.  

An important concep t in the biological vision system is that of a 

receptive field . Accord ing to Levine and  Shefner  [47], a receptive 

field  (RF) is an ―area in which stimulation leads to response of a 

particu lar sensory neuron‖. Put simply the RF of a neuron constitutes 

all the sensory input connections to that neuron. A neuron becomes 

sensitive to a particular stimulus through learning. Receptive field s 

play a key role in developing invariant representations within the 

visual system. 

Processing the information in these layers depends on the 

connectivity between the layers. Feedforward  connectivity can 

account for the first millisecond s of information processing and  

contribute to rapid  object categorization  [48][49][50]. Many visual 

phenomena can be explained  in terms of feedforward  connectivity 

among the layers, but there are many other , more complex processes, 

like memory, attention etc. which can only be exp lained  by taking 

into account the feedback connectivity among the layers.  
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Figure 2.3: Schematic figure of the anatomy of visual object 

recognition areas in the primate brain .  

 

2.5 Biologically-Inspired Models 

A number of models insp ired  by the biology of the human visual 

system has been proposed  and  used  to simulate and  explain the 

functionality of the human visual system [51][4][52]. These models 

are based  on the experimental find ings of Hubel and  Wiesel [53]. 

Most of the biologically-inspired  models conform to the following 

four princip les: (i) Hierarchical structure, (ii) Increasing size of the 

receptive fields higher up in the hierarchy, (iii) Increasing feature 

complexity and  invariance representations higher up in the 

hierarchy, (iv) Learning at multiple levels along the hierarchy. 

Most of the biologically-inspired  models have a feedforward  

architecture.  One of the foremost biologically-inspired  feed-forward  
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models is called  Neocognitron (Figure 2.4), a hierarchical multilayer 

neural network proposed  by Fukushima [4][54]. This network is 

capable of robust object recognition. Neocognitron is basically a 

feedforward  fixed -architecture network with both variable and  fixed  

connections. The first two layers of the neocognitron are the input 

layer and  the contrast extraction layer. The input layer corresponds 

to the photoreceptors of the retina and  the contrast extraction layer  

play the role of LGN_on and  LGN_off. The rest of the layers of the 

neocognitron model are organized  in pairs, where the first layer in 

the pair is called  the S layer and  the second  the C layer. S and  C 

stand  for simple and  complex respectively and  are named after the 

simple and  complex cells of the visual cortex. The S and  C layers are 

further d ivided  into S and  C planes, where each of the S and  C planes 

are composed  of two-d imensional arrays of S and  C cells. All the 

cells within a cell p lane have similar connections from the previous 

layer but from ad jacent spatial locations, so that all these cells look 

for the same feature bu t from ad jacent locations. The S cells are 

feature extracting cells, as they extract features from the preced ing C 

layer. Each S cell has connections with a group of C cells in the 

preced ing layer, which constitute the receptive field  of this particular 

S cell. The S cell‘s connections are var iable and  are modified  during 

the learning process. Learning determines the nature of the features 

extracted  by the S cells. These features are local edges and  lines 

detected  at earlier layers which become more complex, global 

features, like contours and  shapes at the higher layers. Similarly, the 

C cells have connections from the preced ing S layer. These 

connections are fixed  and  cannot be modified  by learning. Each C 

cell receives input from a group of S cells that extract the same 

features bu t w ith a slightly d ifferent position. The C cell respond s 

whenever an S cell is active in its receptive field . If the stimulus and  

consequently the feature changes its position, another S cell becomes 

active. The C cell will now respond  to this S cell. In this way the C 

cell embed s shift error tolerance in the network which results in 

position shift invariance of the network. Another cell type the V cell, 

has an inhibitory role. For every S cell there is an accompanying V 

cell, which is connected  with the S cell with a variable inhibitory 
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connection. The V cell receives its excitatory input from the same 

group of C cells from with which the S cell is connected . The 

inhibition injected  to an S cell from a V cell is the average of all 

excitatory input received  by the V cell.  

 

 
Figure 2.4:  Basic structure of the neocognitron by Fukushima [4]. 

  

 
The neocognitron can be trained  by both supervised  and  

unsupervised  learning. The unsupervised  learning method  of the 

neocognitron is less successful but is more biologically plausible than 

its supervised  learning method . Supervised  learning is performed in 

a bottom up way, that is, from input to outpu t. Each S plane is 

assigned  a feature to learn during training. The S cell in the center of 

the plane is considered  as a seed  cell whose connection weight is 

updated  with the Hebbian learning rule. Weight sharing is also 

constantly performed during this process such that all the cells 

within a cell p lane have their connections in the same spatial 

d istribution. In this way all cells in a cell p lane are sensitive to a 

specific feature. 

In unsupervised  learning, in ad d ition to weight sharing, a Winner 

Takes All (WTA) princip le is the basic mechanism for self-
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organization of the network. During training, the variable 

connections of the S cells are modified  accord ing to its activation in 

response to the input. For example an S cell receives excitatory input 

from a group of preced ing C cells as well as inhibitory input from a 

V cell. When a stimulus is presented  and  the S cells get activation, the 

S cell which receives maximum activation is considered  the winner 

and  consequently its connection strength is increased . In this way the 

said  S cell develops its weights for a particu lar feature. This S cell 

acts as a seed  and  all other S cells in the same plane also strengthen 

their connection in the same way as this S cell. Whenever a d ifferent 

stimulus is presented  this S cell shows little activity, as the V cell 

sends a strong inhibitory input. In this way the S cell p lane becomes 

sensitive for a particular feature in d ifferent positions. Thus, after 

training, the d ifferent planes of S cells become sensitive for d ifferent 

features. 

 
Figure 2.5: Standard  model of object recognition by Riesenhu ber 

and  Poggio [51].  
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An important hierarchical model, the so called  stand ard  model of 

object recognition  (Figure 2.5), was proposed  by Riesenhuber and  

Poggio [51]. It introduces a hierarchical structure with the idea of a 

simple linear feature hierarchy. This model is based  on the fact that 

3D models of object recognition have no solid  theoretical proof, 

rather neurophysiological and  psychophysical experiments provide 

strong support for a view-based  object representations. The two main 

ideas in the model are: (1) The MAX operation provid es invariance at 

several steps of the hierarchy; (2) The Radial Basis Function (RBF) 

network learns a specific task based  on a set of cells tuned  to example 

views. This model consists of six layers namely Input, S1, C1, S2, C2 

and  VTU (View-Tuned  Units). In the S1 layer, line features oriented  

at d ifferent angles are extracted  from the input image by using two-

d imensional Gaussian filters at d ifferent angles. This layer resembles 

the properties of simple cells of the visual cortex. In the C1 layer 

optimal features are pooled  from the S1 layer using the MAX 

operation. This means that activity of the C1 unit is determined  by 

the strongest output from S1. S2 units use Gaussian like function s to 

extract more complex features. The S2 units can be considered  the 

feature d irectory of the system. The C2 units are fully connected  with 

the previous S2 layer and  implement pooling of the strongest 

features. The units of the last layer, namely VTU, are selective for a 

particu lar input at a specific view. The only connection where 

learning occurs is from C2 to VTU. This model was successfully 

applied  to the modeling of the V4 and  IT neurons‘ responses.  

Another important feedforward  model was proposed  by Serre and  

colleagues [55]. It is based  on the immediate/ rapid  object recognition 

parad igm. It has a feedforward  architecture (Figure 2.6) and  accounts 

for the first few  milliseconds of the visual processing in the human 

brain. These models extract biologically-motivated  features and  then 

use those for classification. The system is based  on a quantitative 

theory of the ventral stream of the visual cortex. In its simplest form, 

the model consists of four layers of computational units, 

wheresimple S units alternate with complex C units. The S units  their 

inputs w ith a bell-shaped  tuning function to increase selectivity. The 

C units pool their inpu ts through a maximum (MAX) operation,  
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Figure 2.6: Build ing features along the feed  forward  architecture 

for rapid  categorization by Serre et al. [56]. 

 

 

thereby increasing invariance. At the S1 units a battery of Gabor 

filters (Appendix A), with 4 orientations and  16 scales are applied  to 

the input image. In this way 16x4=64 feature maps are obtained . 

These maps are arranged  in 8 band s where each band  contains two 

sizes of consecutive filters and  four orientations. At the next stage of 

C1 some tolerance to position shift and  size variation is obtained  by a 

max pooling operation by each unit at the C1 layer, so that the 

maximum for each band  over position and  size is taken. For training, 

feature patches of d ifferent sizes and  four possible orientations are 

extracted  from all training images. The S2 units use an RBF-like 

activation function. The S2 units actually represent a Euclidean 
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distance from learned  C1 features to learned  features of the S2 units. 

In this way S2 maps are obtained . In C2 the maximum activity over 

scale and  position from the S2 map is extracted . Due to the pooling 

operation, the resu lt is to some extent scale and  position invariant. 

During learning, feature representations in the S2 units are 

computed . In the classification stage the C1 and  C2 features are 

extracted  from the input image and  classified  by a simple linear 

classifier. 

2.5.1 Limitat ions of Feed-Forw ard Models 

Biologically based  feedforward  models are good  at solving many 

challenging problems, bu t they have processing limitations as 

information is only propagated  in one d irection. This unid irectional 

processing imposes restrictions on the models‘ ability to manipu late 

input information for solving complex tasks. For example, it is 

d ifficult for feedforward  models to recognize objects in a cluttered  

environment includ ing many, possibly occluded  objects and  noise. 

Any attempt to handle such environments with a feedforw ard  

models need  to apply add itional mechanisms at the cost of biological 

plausibility, e.g. [57]. On the other hand , a graceful way to deal with 

such problems is to use interactive models, which is achieved  by 

add ing feedback connectivity. This interactivity allows information 

to flow in both d irections and  consequently provide more flexibility 

for manipulating information when solving complex tasks. 

Bid irectional connectivity is very common in the human cortex. A 

large portion of the connections in the cortex are from higher to 

lower areas [58][59][60][61]. Thus, bid irectional information 

processing is usefu l in d ealing with complex problem s, and  it 

enhances the biological plausibility of a model. 

In the next section, a biologically-plausible interactive model for 

object recognition will be p resented . This model will help understand  

the interactive networks. 
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2.5.2 An Interact ive Model for Object  Recognit ion 

A bid irectionally connected , interactive model of object 

recognition, based  on the ventral pathway of the visual system, is 

proposed  by O‘Reilly [35]. It is based  on the principle of hierarchical 

sequences of transformations to produce spatially invariant 

representations. Unlike the previous models, that separate the 

process of increasingly complex feature representations and  

increasingly invariant representations into two d ifferent hierarchies 

of processing, this model achieves these two objectives at the same 

time using the same computational units. 

This model simulates multiple hypercolumns for each layer, such 

that the concept of a hypercolumn is represented  by a unit group.  

Each unit group  (hypercolumn) receives input from a unique input 

area, their receptive field , with units within a unit group specializing 

for various features from the same area. Neighboring unit groups 

partially overlap with their receptive field  and  cause some encod ing 

redundancy of the input. In general, however, each hypercolumn 

processes d ifferent parts of the input.  

Units within each unit group share weights because the same 

input object can appear anywhere within the image, meaning that 

the same set of feature detectors have to be developed  within each 

unit group . This weight sharing reduces memory usage and  speed s 

up processing.  
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Figure 2.7: O‘Reilly‘s model of object recognition  [35].  

 

 
The model (Figure 2.7) receives input from two layers LGN _On  

and  LGN_Off , which represent on-center and  off-center cells in the 

LGN (lateral geniculate nucleus) in the human brain, relaying on 

information from the retina to the primary visual cortex V1. For 

example, for a simple image containing a vertical bar, LGN_On will 

contain the image of the skeleton of the bar while LGN_Off will 

represent the surrounding contour of the bar. These two types of 

information are forwarded  to the next layer of the model, V1, named 

after the visual processing area V1. This is a multi-group layer. Units 

within the unit group are tuned  for oriented  bar-like line features 

through the use of Gabor filters. Each unit w ithin a unit group is 
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encoding a particular orientation of the bar. There are two types of 

units in each unit group of the V1 layer. Half of the units encode bars 

from the LGN_On layer and  the remaining half encod e bars from the 

LGN_Off layer. In this way the V1 representation is simplified  but 

still keep s the property of orientation.  

The next layer in the model represents the V2 area of the visual 

cortex and  is named V2. It is also a multi-unit group layer. Units in 

this layer have larger receptive fields than units in V1. Units in this 

layer process the information encoded  by the V1 units. During 

learning, this layer tends to develop more complex and  more 

invariant feature representations. After processing at V2, information 

is fed  into the V4 layer.  

The V4 layer has two kinds of configurations depending on the 

scale of the model. For small-scale models the V4 and  IT layers are 

collapsed  into one layer named the V4/ IT layer. This layer is 

homogeneous in the sense that it is not subdivided  into  unit groups. 

Units in this layer have a very large receptive field  which 

encompasses the whole input. This layer has a complex and  fully 

invariant representation of ind ividu al objects. For large-scale models, 

full invariance and  object level complexity is achieved  first in the IT 

layer, which comes after the V4 layer. In this case the V4 layer has to 

be a multi-unit-group layer with a receptive field  size larger than that 

of the V2 units. The last layer of the model is the IT outpu t layer. 

Each unit of this layer represent a unique class, therefore, the number 

of units in the output layer is equal to the number of classes to be 

recognized . Error-driven learning in combination with Hebbian 

learning is used  to assign all representations of a particular class of 

object at the V4/ IT layer to its true class-representing unit at the 

output layer. The reason is that, there might be several 

representations related  to a single class of objects, for example, a class 

may have objects of d ifferent color, shape, etc. At the output layer for 

supervised  learning the target (desired  ou tput) is presented . Error 

signals are computed  and  propagated  to other layers in the lower 

hierarchy through backward  connections. The model of object 

recognition is meant to process a single object in its field  of view at a 

time, which is in accord ance with the biological functionality of the 
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ventral pathway. In the biological vision system, processing of 

multiple objects in the environment is facilitated  by the mechanism 

of attention. In order to d eal w ith multiple objects in a biologically 

plausible way, O‘Reilly [35] extended  his model of object recognition 

by taking into account the functionality of the dorsal pathway, in 

add ition to the ventral pathway. The extended  model is called  the 

model of visual attention and  it simulates the mechanisms of 

attention.   

2.5.3 Model of Visual At tent ion: An Extension of the 

Object  Recognit ion Model 

The architecture of the attention model (Figure 2.8) is essentially 

the same object recognition model w ith the add ition of two layers, 

spat-I and  spat-II. These two layers are connected  to each other and  

with the layers of the ventral pathway (object recognition model) 

through bid irectional connections. Spat-I is laterally connected  with 

the V1 layer and  spat-II w ith the V4 layer of the object recognition 

model. Unlike the layers in the object recognition system, spat -I and  

spat-II d o not represent multiple features at each location, rather each 

unit in these two layers represent a unique location in the spatial 

system. The spat-I layer also has excitatory self-connections. These 

connections help  to activate the contiguous active regions within the 

layer, thereby avoid ing multiple nearby active-blobs. In this way 

attention is focused  on a single object as opposed  to parts of d ifferent 

objects. 
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Figure 2.8: O‘Reilly‘s model of visual attention  [35]. 

 
 

In this model, attention is considered  as an emergent property 

within the framework of object recognition that is a result of the 

interactions between processing levels w ithin the two pathways (i.e., 

ventral and  dorsal). 
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Chapter 3 
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Most of the previous work on object recognition mod eling is based  

on feedforward  processing. The one-way restriction on information 

processing makes these models rigid  in terms of ad aptability and  

thus limits their scope when simulating a number of complex visual 

phenomena, like visual attention, memory, etc. In contrast, the 

interactive parad igm of information processing, where information 

can move in any d irection, provides computationally rich dynamic 

models. These interactive networks have the capacity to model not 

only the object recognition task in a computationally efficient and  

biologically plausible way, but also have the potential to model other 

complex brain phenomenon. Due to their dynamic nature the 

interactive networks can also be used  to model complex dynamical 

systems and  other problems that requ ire complex dynamical 

solu tions. Therefore, an increased  understand ing and  knowledge of 

the dynamics and  behavior of these networks is important.  

As stated  in chapter 1, the main research goal of this thesis is to 

study biologically-inspired  interactive networks for object 

recognition in order to increase general understand ing of their 

behavior and  thereby improving their performance. In this regard  a 

series of stud ies have been conducted  by varying structural and  

algorithmic parameters of the models to examine their effects on 

network performance in object recognition. This thesis does not aim 

to evaluate and  compare existing biologically-inspired  models or 

attain performance benchmarks on existing d ata sets for object 
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recognition.  It is also outside the scope of the thesis to alter the basic 

architecture of existing biologically-inspired  models. Rather, 

emphasis is on evaluating the behavior by fine-tuning structural and  

algorithmic parameters and  thus nailing down some parameters that 

are vital from a performance point of view . As stated  above, four 

stud ies have been conducted , denoted  Study-I, Stud y-II, Study-III, 

Study-IV. For these stud ies two basic models have been used . 

3.1 Model of Object Recognition Used in the Studies 

In our investigations, we have used  O‘Reilly‘s model of object 

recognition with some slight changes. The original model has two 

input layers, LGN_on and  LGN_off. The LGN_off  layer in the model 

is removed , so that, the original model  now has only one input layer 

LGN_on, which is now called  ‗Input‘ layer. The changed  model has 

the following layers in order: Input, V1, V2 and  V4/ IT. We made this 

change for the following reasons. First, as simple images were used  

for processing therefore there was no need  for so much information  

at the input level. Second , with only one input  layer it was easier to 

understand  and  analyze the networks. And , third , it help ed  to speed  

up the simulations. The input to the network is in the form of gray-

scale images prod uced  from color images by preprocessing. 

 

3.2 Model of Attention Used in the Studies  

The second  basic model of attention used  in th e stud iesy is an 

extension of O‘Reilly‘s attention model [35]. It simulates the 

functionality of both the ventral and  the dorsal pathway for 

generating attentional focus at specific spatial locations. The spatial 

focus of attention interacts with top -d own effects in the object 

recognition pathway to give rise to object-based  attention. In most of 

the models of  attention [49][62][63][64], attention focus and  object 

recognition are considered  to be two separate mechanisms. For an 
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Figure 3.1: Object recognition model used in the studies. 
 

 

image, attention is computed  and  part of the image within 

attentional focus is extracted , and  then this image part is fed  to  

image, attention is computed  and  part of the image within 

attentional focus is extracted , and  then this image part is fed  to  the 

object recognition module for recognition purpose. Unlike other 

models, the present model does not consider attention as a separate, 

stand -alone mechanism. Instead , attention emerges as a result of the 

interaction between the ventral and  d orsal pathways. The main 
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factors which cause attentional focus to emerge in the model are 

inhibitory competition among the units, within hypercolumns and  

layers, and  constraint satisfaction (learned  weight patterns in the 

network). 

 
 

Figure 3.2:  Model of attention used  in the stud ies. 

 

 
The basic structure of the attention model is shown in Figure 3.2. It 

contains the same object recognition model as before with the 

add ition of two layers, Saliency_map and  Attention, which perform 

the role of the dorsal pathway. The Saliency_map and  Attention 
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layers are laterally interconnected  with the object recognition 

network at the level of V1 and  V4 respectively. The number of units 

in the attention layer represent the unique locations, instead  of 

features, within the object recognition pathway. The interaction 

between the two attention layers and  the object recognition pathway 

selects object-specific location units in the Saliency_map layer. The 

inhibitory competition within layers allows only the most active 

units in the Saliency_map layer  to stay active, which ind icates the 

location of the strongest activated  object in the object recognition 

pathway. The same interaction increases the activations of the V1 

units at this particu lar location. The local inhibition within the V1 

layer inhibits the activations at all other locations, which are 

comparatively weak. In this way the interaction between the two 

pathways single ou t the most salient object for further processing 

along the object recognition pathway. If the mechanism of inhibition 

of return is properly implemented , then focus will shift to the next 

salient object location, and  so on.  

Similarly, the object- or task-specific top-down effects are injected  

through the output layer units to layers V4 and  V2. The interaction 

between the top -down effects and  bottom -up input processing in the 

object recognition pathway lead s to an increase in the activation of 

units representing the task-related  object‘s specific features in layers 

V2 and  V4. Meanwhile, an interaction between the object recognition 

pathway and  the dorsal pathway, taking place in parallel through the 

V2 and  Attention layers, causes focus of attention to shift to the most 

task relevant object.  

 

3.3 Scheme of Study 

To achieve the overall objective of the thesis and  conduct stud ies 

smoothly, the following steps were performed .  

(a) Network Development  

(b) Data Selection  

(c) Training and  Testing 

(d) Network Analysis 
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3.3.1 Netw ork Development  

As a first step , for each study, the network will be developed  from 

the models of object recognition and  attention . For that the Emergent 

framework will be used  and  the Leabra algorithm will be employed  

for learning and  working of the networks. The networks in study-I, 

study-II, and  Study-III will be based  on the model of object 

recognition, while the one used  in stud y-IV will be d eveloped  form 

the model of attention. Some changes in the structure of the networks 

from stud y to stud y will be done, but within the strict limits, so that 

the basic structure will remain intact. 

3.3.2 Data Select ion 

For all four stud ies presented  in this thesis, the d ata sets were 

developed  (or selected) accord ing to the requirements of the task. 

The main objective was to use a dataset that facilitated  evaluation of 

the network‘s performance on the task at hand , and  was useful for 

analyzing the network. The datasets and  their characteristics, with 

reference to our stud ies, are: 

 

Satellite Images of Cyclones: Cyclone images contain cloud  

patterns that have amorphous shapes and  a lot of noise (Figure 3.3). 

They have large variations in sizes, construction and  intensity at 

almost all points within the image. The d irection of the movement of 

a cyclone is signified  by its tail. Pred icting the future d irection of a 

cyclone by learning cyclone images and  then by generalizing to novel 

objects is a d ifficu lt task. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3:  Satellite images of three different cyclones. 
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Handwritten English Alphabets: Hand  written characters have 

also large variations in sizes and  shapes due to variations in writing 

styles from person to person (Figure 3.4). That is why hand written 

alphabets have been widely used  as a benchmark for classification 

algorithms. Meanwhile, alphabets share parts with each other e.g. ‗H‘ 

and  ‗E‘ share ‗-‘ and  ‗I‘. This sharing of parts makes them an ideal 

choice as a d ataset for part-based  or feature-based  generalization and  

analysis. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line Objects: The main benefit with line objects is the freedom to 

tailor the objects accord ing to the requirements of the task at hand . 

We developed  artificial objects that were composed  of three 

connected  horizontal and  vertical lines at d ifferent positions within 

the image. For testing, three noisy and  d istorted  versions of the 

original dataset were created  by add ing noise and  d istortion to the 

original objects (Figure 3.5). These modifications made the data set 

quite challenging for the recognition and  generalization tasks. 

 
The Caltech-101 Database: This is a well-known image database 

of 101 categories of d ifferent objects. Objects in this database are 

single, well defined  and  have little clutter. We selected  five d ifferent 

categories of objects, and  extracted  edges from them by first 

converting them into grayscale (Figure 3.6).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Two samples of the hand written  characters 

dataset. 
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Figure 3.5: First row shows original data set. Each object is 

made up by combining three, horizontal and  vertical lines at 

d ifferent positions. Middle row shows the d istorted  version of 

the original d ata set. And , the images in the last row are original 

images, each with d ifferent type of noise. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6: Top row: Examples of the five object categories that 

were selected  from Caltech -101 data base. Bottom row: Edge 

representation of the images. 
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Now, after describing the datasets used  in this thesis, a brief 

description of the four stud ies in relation to the d ata sets used  is 

presented . 

 

Study-I: In this study we investigated  the optimal receptive field  

size for interactive networks. The network used  in this study was 

based  on the basic model of object recognition  described  previously. 

For the simulations the cyclone images were used .  

 

Study-II: In this study the role of Hebbian learning for 

generalization to novel objects, was investigated . The units of the 

network learnt the features of the objects from the training set, and  

these features were reused  for generalization to novel objects. Due to 

the requirement of the task, we wanted  to have images with objects 

that have varying size and  shape, and  share parts or features with 

each other. For these reasons, we chose the handwritten characters 

dataset for our simulations. 

 

Study-III: This study made a comparison between two feature 

extraction method s, the Gabor-filter method  and  the Hebbian-

learning method . The main objective was to evaluate the 

performance of the two networks that used  d ifferent feature 

extracting methods, with respect to their ability to generalize to novel 

objects, and  with respect to tolerance for noise in the images. For  the 

simulations, we developed  two hierarchical networks based  on the 

basic object recognition model. The dataset of line images was used  

in the simulations. 

 

Study-IV: This study was about the emergence of attention al focus 

in an interactive network, as a result of the interaction between top -

down and  bottom-up activation flow . The main emphasis in this 

work was, firstly, to observe the role of bottom -up effects for 

attention in the image, and  second ly, how top -down task based  cues 

modulate the bottom -up  effects. The network developed  for 

simulation was based  on the previously d escribed  basic model of 

attention. To clearly demonstrate the role of attention, especially the 
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modulatory effects by top -down signals, well defined  objects of 

d ifferent categories, with little clutter were needed . That is the reason 

we chose objects from the Caltech-101 d ata set.  

3.3.3 Training and Test ing 

After developing the networks and  selecting the data sets, for 

conducting a particular study, the next step was to run simulations 

and  generate results. For this purpose, training and  testing needed  to 

be done. First of all, the network was trained  on the specified  

training data set for five to ten batches. A minimum error criterion  

was set for training, so that when  the network achieved  this 

minimum level further training was stopped . For most of the stud ies, 

the minimum criterion was set to achieve zero mean square error. 

There was also an upper bound  on the number of maximum epochs 

for one batch of training. If a network was unable to reach the pre-set 

error criterion it was stopped  after a pre-specified  number of epochs 

and  the next training batch was started . Different training parameters 

were used  to achieve optimal performance.  

3.3.4 Netw ork Analysis 

One of the problems with the neural network approach is the 

d ifficulty to analyze the network‘s internal working. The activation 

patterns of the layers are not easily analyzed . Moreover, the hidden 

layers, which are not d irectly connected  to the input layer, do not 

give any clue on viewing the weight patterns developed  during 

training. Instead  of ad  hoc manual analysis, we therefore used  

activation based  receptive field  (ARF) and  activation based  

projection field  (APF) analysis to understand  the transformations 

implemented  by the network. 

 

Activation-Based Receptive Field (ARF) and Activation-Based 

Projection Field (APF) Analysis 

Activation based  receptive field  analysis measures the correlation 

between the activity of a unit w ith respect to the activity patterns of 

another layer, and  d isplays the resu lt graphically (Figure 3.7). For 
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example, we want to know how a hidden layer unit‘s activity 

correlates with the activity patterns of input layer. In this case the 

input layer will be consid ered  as a RF for the hidd en layer unit. 

Mathematically, the expression for a given receptive field  element 𝑟𝑖   

(correspond ing to an input layer unit i) can be calculated  as: 

  

𝑟𝑖  =
 𝑦𝑗𝑡  𝑡 𝑥𝑖 𝑡 

 𝑦𝑗𝑡  𝑡 
 

 
(3.1) 

                                                                                 

 

where 𝑦𝑗   𝑡  represents the activation of the unit for whom the RF is 

being computed , 𝑥𝑖 𝑡  represents the activation of the unit in the 

layer on which we are computing the receptive field , and  t is an 

index over input patterns. 

The equation calculates the activation for a single unit of the RF, 

but it can be extended  to calculate the activations for all units of the 

RF corresponding to a particular hidden layer unit. The calculated  RF 

pattern represents the weighted  average of all the input layer 

activations for which the hidden layer unit shows some sensitiv ity. 

In the same way, in the activation-based  projection analysis the 

activation of a hidden layer unit with respect to the corresponding 

activation at the output layer is calculated  and  represented  

graphically. It helps to understand  the involvement of a particular 

hidden layer unit in activating d ifferent output classes. The 

activation-based  projection field  is calculated  with the same formula 

that is used  for calculating ARF. 

In our simulations, we performed the ARF and  APF analysis, in 

study-I and  II, to visualize the sensitivity of the V1 units for various 

forms of input w ithin their RF, as well as for the whole input 

patterns. It enables us to d ecide whether  the feature extracted  by the 

V1 unit is generic, that is, shared  by many classes or d iscrimin ative, 

specific to one class of objects. 
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of ARF and  APF analysis. Th e three 

rectangular boxes represent three layers: Input, V1 and  output. 

The other hidden layers have not been shown in the figure. The 

ARF of a V1 unit, represented  by a small d rawn box, is computed  

by averaging all the input patterns for which the unit has shown 

some activation. The Input layer d isplays the same average 

pattern for the whole image. The blue box, at the corner of V1, 

represents the actual ARF for the V1 unit. The output layer 

d isplays the APF for the same V1 unit. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Results 

 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter all resu lts, in pursuance of our stated  objectives in this 

thesis, will be presented . The chapter contains four sections, where 

the first three sections deal with a single object at a time, while the 

fourth section explores object recognition when presented  with 

multiple objects. Specifically, section 1 presents the results on the 

efficacy of using a mix of Hebbian and  error-driven learning as a 

learning algorithm, instead  of pure error-driven learning. Section 2 

analyzes the optimal size of the receptive field s in V1. Section 3 

describes a comparison of learnt vs. hard  coded  feature detectors, 

and  section 4 d iscusses the emergence of attentional focus as a 

consequence of interactions within a spatial and  an object recognition 

network to handle multip le objects. 

4.1 Biologically-Inspired Interactive Networks: What 

Receptive Field Size Should be Used?  

Biologically-insp ired  models of neural networks for object 

recognition are hierarchical in structure. At the lowest level, just next 

to input, local features are extracted  and  in subsequent layers along 

the network hierarchy these features are combined  together to 

develop invariant representations of the objects. For extracting local 

features, the biological concept of receptive field  (RF) is implemented  

in the network architecture. The RF is the area or group of units from 
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which a unit receives its input. In artificial neural networks, this 

concept is implemented  by connecting a unit w ithin a layer to a 

limited  group of units in the preced ing layer. 

In this stud y, we investigated  the optimal size of the RF for the V1 

layer (feature extraction layer) of the interactive hierarchical 

networks. Especially, we were interested  in how the size of the 

receptive fields affects generalization performance of the network. 

For this purpose, we cond ucted  systematic tests on networks with 

d ifferent receptive field  sizes. 

For simulation purposes we developed  three similar networks 

based  on our basic model of object recognition. The three networks 

were similar except for the three d ifferent receptive field  sizes used  

in V1:  26x26, 20x20 and  16x16, producing a large, medium and  small 

RF respectively. Since we used  the same convergence rate for all 

three networks, the d ifference in the sizes of RFs required  the three 

networks to have d ifferent number of layers in order for the 

receiving unit groups to converge in to a single layer at the top -level. 

The network with large RF had  five layers, while medium and  large 

RF networks had  6 layers.  The d ifferent sizes of RF caused  the three 

networks to have a d ifferent number of receiving unit groups within 

the layers. The numbers of RF for large, medium and  small RF 

networks were: 25 (5x5), 16 (4x4) and  9 (3x3) respectively. All other 

parameters, except the structures of the network d ue to variations in 

RF sizes, were kept constant across the simulations.  

The task of the networks was to pred ict the future d irection of 

cyclone movement based  on the cloud  pattern in the cyclone image. 

We used  satellite images of four cyclones. The original images of the 

four cyclones were resized  to 66x66 pixels and  rotated  in eight equal 

steps to give eight possible d irections of the cyclones. Each rotated  

image was then shifted  in two steps in all d irections to produce 25 

images from each rotated  image. In total we obtained  8x25=200 

images from each cyclone image. We kept aside three basic satellite 

images of cyclones (equivalent to 3 x 200 generated  images) for 

testing. Out of the remaining 200 images, corresponding to one 

satellite image, 95 % were used  for training the network and  5 % for 
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testing. All these cyclone images are d ifferent in shape and  to some 

extent in size as their size depends on their intensity. 

We tested  the networks‘ generalization capability in two ways: 

First, by using the 5% testing set containing novel translations 

(orientation and  position variations) of the same cyclone that was 

used  for training, and  second  by using a full set of images (all 

orientation and  position variations) of four novel cyclones. We 

recorded  the number of errors and  calculated  the percent errors t hat 

were made (Table 4.1). As illustrated  in Table 4.1, generalization 

performance was worse when a small RF of 16 x 16 pixels was used  

in layer V1. Generalization performance was intermediate for 20 x 20 

pixels RF in layer V1. Generalization was best for an RF size of 26 x 

26 pixels. This ind icates that RF is an important factor for 

generalization, and  that RF needs to be big enough so that all 

receiving groups in V1 cover some portion of the meaningful parts of 

the image. The meaningfu l parts would  be those parts of the image 

that contain task-relevant information, such as information about 

object identity. Non-meaningful parts could , for example, be 

background  information and / or noise. 

In add ition to the above tests, we analyzed  the weight structure 

developed  in the network during training, using activation -based  

receptive field  analysis (ARF). 

4.1.1 Act ivat ion-Based Recept ive Field Analysis for 

Small RF Size (16 x 16) 

 The plots for activations-based  receptive field  analysis for small 

RF sizes (16 x 16) are shown in Figure 4.3. The plots show the thirty-

six (6 x 6) units in the lower leftmost group in V1 organized  in the 

same order as they appear within the layer. Note that although 

average incoming activation is shown across the whole image, units 

actually receive input from a small RF within the image (marked  

with white squares).  
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 Gen. 

With 

test 

images 

Generalization with new images 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Training 

images 
RF size Total 7 Total 

200 

Total 

200 

Total 

200 

Total 

200 
Correct 

(%) 

Correct 

(%) 

Correct 

(%) 

Correct 

(%) 

Correct 

(%) 

 

 

16x16 85.7 

100 

57.1 

85.7 

100 

64.5 

71.5 

30 

7.5 

48.5 

57.5 

45 

59 

 

 

20 x 20 85.7 

100 

71.4 

100 

85.7 

71.5 

76.5 

5.5 

20.5 

58.5 

58.5 

52 

66.5 

 

 

26 x 26 100 

85.7 

100 

100 

100 

87 

96.5 

36 

53 

68 

74 

88 

88 

 

Table 4.1: Results from the generalization tests using both a 5% 

testing set from the same cyclone that was used  for training and  

images of four new cyclones. Testing with the four new cyclones was 

based  on the two best weight sets selected  from the five listed  belo w. 

 

 

The plot at the top in Figure 4.1 shows average activation 

mediated  from the Input layer into each of the thirty -six units in the 

receiving group. So, in a sense, the plots show the average of all 

those training and  testing images that a particular unit has learnt to 

react to. Note that all thirty-six units have the same RF, that is they 

receive input from the same part of the image (marked  with white 

squares). The Plot at the bottom in the Figure 4.1 shows projection 

fields (output) from the same un it group in V1 into the outpu t layer 
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Dir (8 x 1 units). The two plots reveal that about ten units in V1 are 

never activated  during processing. In add ition, nine or so units have 

not developed  any usefu l feature representations (round  blobs) and  

become activated  for all inputs. These units also project to a large 

number among the eight d irectional units (those d irection units that 

receive projection are marked  with yellow -red  squares). 

It can be concluded  from the two plots that feature d etectors that 

were developed  in layer V1 for the small RF sizes (16 x 16) were often 

not ind icative of cyclone d irection. Also, units were to a large extent 

dead , that is, they d id  not partake in the processing of any input  after 

learning.  

4.1.2 Act ivat ion-Based Recept ive Field Analysis for 

Large RF Size (26 x 26) 

The plots for activations-based  receptive field  analysis for small 

RF sizes (26 x 26) are shown in Figure 4.2. The same unit group of V1 

is used  for analysis that was used  in previous case. In contrast to 

units with small RFs, V1 units with large RFs (26 x 26 units) often 

developed  useful representations, and  tended  to react to inpu t 

depicting cyclones in a few specific d irections (which can be seen in 

the elongated  shapes in Figure 4.2, top), and  in that the V1 units were 

to a greater extent useful for the task of pred icting the d irection of 

cyclone movement (Figure 4.2, bottom). In add ition, when large RFs 

were used , V1 feature detectors turned  out to ind irectly project to a 

few d irection units in the output layer, ind icating that the V1 units 

were to a greater extent useful for the task of pred icting the d irection 

of cyclone movement. 
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Figure 4.1 Activation-based  receptive and  projective field  

analysis for layer V1 for the 16 x 16 receptive field  network 

architecture. 
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Figure 4.2 Activation-based  receptive and  projective field  

analysis for layer V1 for the 26 x 26 receptive field  network 

architecture. 
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    Our results and  analysis ind icate that the RF-size in the first 

hidden layer must be chosen so that each RF must cover meaningful 

information in the input images; meaningfu l in the sense that the 

information contribu tes to the task the network has to accomplish. 

For the images that we have used , the optimal RF size turned  out to 

be relatively large, 26 x 26 pixels, which was about one third  of the 

image size. When we used  smaller RFs, peripheral receiving groups, 

for example covering the lower left corner of the input image, d id  for 

some image translations not see any part of the foreground . At the 

same time, these unit groups were encouraged  by the kWTA 

algorithm to prod uce an activation pattern consisting of k active units 

within that particular receiving group . It may thus be that part of the 

observed  effect can be attributed  to the kWTA-algorithm that we 

used , which encourages a certain level of activation (k active units) in 

each receiving group. This entails that those units whose RF d id  not, 

at least partially, cover foreground  information develop ed  a 

tendency for spurious activations. Instead  of mediating usefu l 

information in the feedforward  d irection, these units were d riven by 

feedback signals, which may have hampered  learning and  

subsequent generalization in the network. This effect would , of 

course, not occur if larger RFs were used  that always cover some part 

of the image foreground . 

 

4.2 Biologically-Inspired Interactive Networks: Role 

of Hebbian Learning in Generalization of the 

Networks 

In this stud y we investigated  the role of Hebbian learning with 

respect to its generalization capability in a bid irectionally-connected  

hierarchical (interactive) neural network. Hierarchical neural 

networks with bid irectional connectivity run the risk of over -fitting 

due to the large number of connections and  the many hidden layers, 

which can be aggravated  by the attractor dynamics of the network 

[65].  
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The error d riven backpropagation algorithm is a very powerful 

learning algorithm, and  its biologically-insp ired  implementation is 

considered  to be an ideal candidate for hierarchical networks for 

object recognition. However, the backpropagation algorithm has a 

tendency to learn images presented  as input at the ind ividual pixel 

level. This trend  hampers the generalization ability of the network 

that is already having problems due to network complexity. In order 

to overcome these problems with regard  to generalization ability, 

one possible solution is to use a mixture of Hebbian and  error d riven 

learning for the network. We used  Hebbian learning for feature 

detectors at the first stage of the network and  at higher stages we 

mixed  a small amount of Hebbian learning into error d riven 

learning. Hebbian learning captures the statistical regularities in the 

input space and  can be used  for extracting the mod ular features in 

the input. At higher levels, the small amount of Hebbian learning 

helps to constrain the early steps of error d riven learning.  

For the simulations we configured  the basic model for object 

recognition. The network was composed  of five layers: input, V1, V2, 

V4 and  Output with sizes 26 x 26, 24 x 24, 16 x 16, 12 x 12 and  8 x 8 

respectively. We developed  two similar networks with the only 

d ifference being the learning method s used . One of the networks 

used  Hebbian learning for developing feature detectors, from Input 

to V1 and  a mix of Hebbian and  error d riven learning for the 

remaining connections. The other network used  100% error-driven 

learning for the connections from Input to V1 and  a mix of Hebbian 

and  error d riven learning for the remaining connections.  

We opted  for hand  written characters as d ataset for our 

simulations. Characters written by d ifferent persons have large 

variations in shape, size, position etc., which makes the d ata set 

suitable for generalization tests. We developed  our own hand  written 

data set by obtaining samples of hand written characters from six 

d ifferent persons. The original images were resized  and  shifted  in  

four steps in eight d irections, producing about 3600 images. Out of 

the six set of images, we kept aside one set of images (600 images) for 

testing with the trained  network as novel images. From the 
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remaining five sets, we used  95 % of the images for training the 

network and  5 % for testing the trained  network.  

We tested  the network‘s generalization capability in two ways: 

First, by using the 5% testing set and  second  by using translations 

(size, orientation, and  position variations) of one set of characters. 

We recorded  the number of errors and  calculated  the percent errors 

that were made (Table 4.2). It is clear from the Table 4.2 that 

generalization performance of the network improved  for both the 5% 

testing set as well as the novel set of images when we used  a mix of 

error d riven and  Hebbian learning.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In add ition to the above tests we analyzed  the weight structure 

developed  during training using activation -based  receptive field  

analysis (ARF and  APF). The plots in Figure 4.3 and  4.4, show the 

sixty-four units of the lower left group in V1 organized  in the same 

order as they appear within the layer. The plot on the top of these 

two figures shows receptive fields from the input layer into the sixty -

four units in V1. Note that all these sixty-four units have the same 

 With 5% testing set 

(Count error in %) 
New set of 600 letters 

(Count error in %) 

Batch 

No 

No 

Hebbian 

Hebbian No 

Hebbian 

Hebbian 

1 3.16 1.33 18.5 3.9 

2 1 0.66 14.16 4.1 

3 1.66 0.66 20.33 11.98 

4 1.66 0.66 15.33 2.03 

5 1 0.76 16.16 7.04 

 

Table 4.2: Results from the generalization tests using both a 5% 

testing set (familiar hand writing), and  a novel set of hand written 

letters (novel handwriting). 
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receptive field  i.e., they take input from the same image-patch 

(marked  with white squares). The patterns in the large boxes are the 

weighted  averages of the input patterns over the activation of the 

corresponding V1 unit. Thus, input patterns that the receiving unit 

became strongly activated  for are represented  with a larger weight in 

the weighted  average. Input activation within the small white box in 

the figure shows the actual pattern which appeared  in the receptive 

field  of the analyzed  receiving unit.  The p lot at the bottom of the 

figures shows the projection fields from the same units in V1 into the 

output layer. Each unit-size rectangle in the projective fields 

represents the average co-activation of a given V1 unit and  the 

various ou tput units calculated  for the full set of input patterns. 

Thus, the projective field  show s how strongly a given V1 unit 

contributes to each output category.  

4.2.1 Analysis for Error-Driven and Hebbian Learning 

Mix 

Looking at the receptive field  analysis for these networks (Figure 

4.3), it can be seen that most of the averaged  patterns in the large 

boxes originate from a specific character, or a few similar characters. 

This ind icates that the detector units are selective to features that are 

part of similarly shaped  letters. This conclusion can be further 

verified  by looking at the projective field s of the same units. For 

example, the unit in the second  row from the bottom and  fourth 

column from the left has learnt to specialize for features that are part 

of the letter ‗Q‘. If we look at the corresponding projective field  

pattern in the second  row and  fourth column, the rectangle shows 

only a single active unit (marked  with bright yellow). This means 

that this particular unit in V1 is ind irectly con tributing to the 

recognition of only one category of letters, namely the letter ‗Q‘. 

There are some units which are sensitive to a feature which is part of 

more than one class of letters, but in a graded  fashion. For example 

the weighted  average pattern at the eighth row and  first column is a 

mix of ‗Q‘ and  ‗O‘. If we look at the corresponding projection field , 

there are two outpu t units that receive activation from this unit, but 

in a graded  way.  Hence, the feature that is extracted  by this unit is 

available in both letters. The final decision about which output 
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category should  be activated  is made in later layers by combining the 

processing of all other units.  

Finally, we note that there are some units which have not 

developed  any usefu l features. For example the unit in the second  

row and  first column is not selective for any particular class of letters. 

The corresponding projective field  of the unit shows that the V1 unit 

in question projects to several output units, and  thus is likely not to 

play a useful role in the task. 

4.2.2 Analysis for Pure Error-Driven Learning 

Figure 4.4 presents the activation-based  receptive field  and  

projective field  analysis for the lower left unit group in layer V1 

when pure error-driven learning was used  for training (no Hebbian 

injected). Compared  to the previous figure, there are many units here 

that have not developed  any useful feature representation, and  are 

not task-sensitive as they project equally strongly to a large number 

of output units. In add ition, qu ite a few units are never activated  

during processing. This is probably why generalization performance 

suffered  when Hebbian learning was excluded  from the learning 

mix. Simulation results show that a mixture of Hebbian and  error-

driven learning gives better generalization performance then pure 

error-driven learning in bid irectional hierarchical neural networks 

for object recognition.  

Activation-based  receptive field  analysis made on the resu lts, 

ind icates that feature detectors developed  by the Hebbian learning 

method , unlike pure error d riven learning, extracts meaningful, 

modular features from the input. Some of these features are common 

in many characters and  thus helpful for generalization, while others 

are unique to some characters and  work as a d iscriminative tool 

across the classes. On the other hand , error d riven learning 

manipu lates ind ivid ual pixels. The absence of mod ular features in 

the error d riven learning case makes generalization very d ifficult. 
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Figure 4.3: Activation-based  receptive field  and  projective field  

analysis for layer V1, when Hebbian learning was included  in the 

learning mix. (top) Each big box in the plot represents the input layer 

and  the small white box within each big box signifies the actual receptive 

field  for the units of a given V1 group. (bottom) Each rectangle in the 

plot represents the output layer with eight units. Gray color is the default 

background  color. Pattern colors from red  to yellow (dark to light) 

signify the increasing activation/ intensity value. Light (yellow) color 

represents high  p ixel and  dark (red  color) low  p ixel values. 
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Figure 4.4: Activation-based  receptive field  and  projective field  

analysis for layer V1, when Hebbian learning was not used  for 

training. The figure is organized  in the same way as Figure 4.3, 

and  same unit group of V1 layer is used  for analysis. 
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Activation-based  receptive field  analysis made on the resu lts, 

ind icates that feature detectors developed  by the Hebbian learning 

method , unlike pure error d riven learning, extracts meaningful, 

modular features from the input. Some of these features are common 

in many characters and  thus helpful for generalization, while others 

are unique to some characters and  work as a d iscriminative tool 

across the classes. On the other hand , error d riven learning 

manipu lates ind ivid ual pixels. The absence of mod ular features in 

the error d riven learning case makes generalization very d ifficult. 

4.3 Biologically-Inspired Interactive Networks: 

Learning Vs. Hard-Coding as Feature Extraction 

Method  

In this study, focus was on feature extraction. The importance of 

features arises from the fact that they are the build ing blocks for 

invariant object representations which develop along the processing 

hierarchy of the basic object-recognition network. Moreover, these 

features must be su itable to represent objects having d ifferent shapes. 

In biologically-inspired  networks it is the V1 layer (the layer closest 

to the input) that is responsible for extracting features from the input.  

Different feature extraction methods, such as Gabor filters, 

Gaussian filters, or Hebbian learning can be used  for this purpose, 

and  it is tod ay not clear which feature extraction method  that is most 

generic and  which method  that would  be most suitable to a 

particu lar data set. In this study we made a comparison between two 

feature extraction method s, Gabor filters and  Hebbian learning to 

find  the optimal one for bid irectional hierarchical networks. Gabor -

filter-based  feature detectors are hard  coded  to extract from the input 

predetermined  bar-like features, oriented  at predetermined  angles. 

The Hebbian learning method  develops feature detectors through 

learning of the available data set. 

For this study we develop ed  two bid irectional hierarchical neural 

networks based  on the basic object recognition model described  

earlier. The two networks were the same in all respects, except the 

method  used  for extracting features from the input. For one network 
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we used  Gabor filters while for the other we used  Hebbian learning 

to develop feature detectors during training. Gabor filters were 

configured  to detect small bars like features at four d ifferent 

orientations at 0, 45, 90 and  135 degrees.  

The tasks for the networks were to generalize to novel and  

d istorted  objects and  to handle d ifferent types of noise in the images. 

For the simulations, we developed  our own data set based  on eight 

objects, such that each object was composed  of three connected  lines 

(both vertical and  horizontal) at d ifferent position in the image. Each 

object was shifted  in two steps in eight d irections thus producing in 

total of 8 x 25 images out of eight objects. Of these images, 95 % were 

used  for training and  5 % for testing as novel objects. In add ition to 

this, three noisy data sets, having d ifferent noises and  a d istorted  

version of the original data set were created  for testing. 

It is clear from the simulations results (Table. 4.3), that the network 

with Gabor-filter-based  feature extraction gives better generalization 

performance than the one using Hebbian learning. The only 

exception is the case when the d istorted  d ata set was used , when the 

network with Hebbian learning has a slight edge over the Gabor-

filter-based  method . 

There are two important factors that could  have affected  the 

results. First, we used  a comparatively small d ata set. Second , we 

used  images made up  of line structures. Both these work against the 

Hebbian learning method . As the Gabor-filter-based  method  uses 

hard  coded  detectors, it d oes not need  training to d evelop feature 

detectors. In contrast, Hebbian learning, which extracts statistical 

regularities in the input, needs large d ata sets for training to develop  

more finely tuned  detectors. Moreover, as the Gabor-filter-based  

method  extracts oriented  bar-like features, it is suitable for the 

present data set. As compared  to this, the Hebbian learning method  

is more general and  ought to handle any d ata sets. 
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Data Set 

Feature extraction method  

Hebbian  

(% error) 

Gabor filter  

(% error) 

5% training set 

Distorted  version  

Noisy set-I 

Noisy set-II 

Noisy set-III 

46.8% 

49% 

30.1% 

28.2% 

14.6% 

34.4% 

51% 

28.4% 

23.7% 

11.1% 

Table 4.3: Test resu lts (in %error) for the two trained  networks. 

 

4.4 Biologically-Inspired Interactive Networks: 

Emergence of Attentional Focus 

In this study we focused  on the phenomenon of attention, which is of 

utmost importance for efficient information processing in  the visual 

system. In the human visual system attention performs the role of an 

adap tive filter. It helps the object recognition process by focusing on 

the most relevant information , selecting part of the visual input for 

further processing. Most of the work on the attention system  is on 

bottom-up saliency determination. These bottom-up approaches 

utilize local and  global contrasts within the image to develop a 

saliency map. These maps can help  locating the strongest part of the 

image, but to identify which parts of the image would  be useful for a 

specific task top -down task-specific modulation is required . Some 

work [66][67] done in this regard  consider the bottom -up and  top-

down influences negotiating attentional focus as two separate and  

independent mechanisms. In these works, the two mechanism s are 

modeled  and  implemented  independently of each other and  as a 

final stage, saliencies generated  by these two separate models are 

combined  together to generate a global saliency. In the same way, 

these approaches consider attention and  object recognition as two 
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independent mechanisms. On the other hand  known evidence from 

neuroscience support a more holistic and  integrated  approach  

[68][69]. In our work we consider attention al focus as an emergent 

phenomenon that arises within the object recognition process. It 

evolves through an interaction between top -down and  bottom-up  

activations within the mod el.  

For this study we used  our basic object recognition network, 

which models the ventral pathway of the human visual system, and  

combined  it with a two-layer spatial-processing network, inspired  by 

the dorsal pathway in the human visual system . Like in the human 

visual system where the ‗what‘-pathway computes a saliency map 

for the most salient locations within the input image, the object 

recognition network performs normal object recognition along its 

hierarchy, selecting the strongest activated  object in the input 

through inhibitory mechanisms k-Winners-Take-All (kWTA). In 

add ition, as we are dealing with an interactive network, the output 

layer of the network is also used  to inject task specific cues in to object 

processing. These cues at the output layer generate a kind  of biasing 

mechanism for reinforcing task-relevant parts of the input. 

As per requirement of our task, five objects were selected  from the 

well-known Caltech-101 categories d ataset. Lines were detected  from 

the selected  images and  then resized  to 30x30 pixels. The size of the 

input to the network was 60x60. The training set was composed  of 

input, such that each object could  appear at one of the four quadrants 

of the input, thereby out of each object we created  four images. For 

testing, inputs were created  with two or three, same or d ifferent, 

objects at d ifferent locations within the input. Three d ifferent cases, 

presented  below, were simulated  and  analyzed . 

4.4.1 Mult iple Objects w ithout  At tent ional Focus 

The trained  network was fed  with two, three and  four objects at a 

time to test network behavior. The network output was arbitrary, as 

it could  not handle multiple objects. The multiple objects, at multiple 

locations activated  units representing their features. But, due to 

kWTA, the most active units in all objects remain ed  active. The 

representation at the higher layers contain ed  features belonging to all 
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objects fed  at input. Now, it was sheer chance which category was 

highlighted  by the network. This case clearly exposed  the network‘s 

inability to deal with multiple objects simultan eously. 

4.4.2 Mult iple Objects w ith Bot tom-Up At tent ional 

Effects 

The bottom-up effect along the d orsal pathway, removed  the 

arbitrary behavior of the network when presented  with multiple 

objects. The network began to recognize the most salient object in the 

input, as the Saliency_map layer generated  a saliency map on the 

basis of input from V1. Due to kWTA, the activation of the strongest 

object survived  while other objects got suppressed . The mutual 

interaction between the Salincy_map and  the higher Attention layer 

activated  the location unit of the focused  object. The active unit in the 

Attention layer, through interaction, then enhanced  the activations of 

units pertaining to location which represents the strongest object in 

the input. This process produces an attentional focus at a particu lar 

location in the d orsal pathway. If the proper  neural fatigue and  

inhibition-of-return mechanisms are implemented , focus of attention 

would  next move to the second  strongest object, and  so on. But, if the 

objective is to locate a specific object, top -down effects within the 

object-recognition system are required . 

4.4.3 Mult iple Objects w ith Both Bot tom-up and Top-

Dow n At tent ional Effect s 

When introducing a top -down signal in the ventral object-

recognition system, the interaction between this signal and  the 

feedforward  flow of image information along the ventral pathway 

leads to a more controlled  network behavior. For example, consider a 

single case, shown in Figure. 4.5, with an input containing two 

d ifferent objects, a cup and  a crayfish, presented  at the input layer of 

the network. The activations produced  by the cup are stronger 

compared  to those of the crayfish. Therefore, the saliency map would  

select the cup as an object to focus attention on. But the Object_cat 

layer, that has changed  its role from outpu t to input layer, is clamped  
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with the pattern that represents the crayfish. This layer would  now 

mediate a top-down signal which would  bias the network towards 

searching for the crayfish. Now from Figure 4.5, it is evident that 

initially the Saliency_map would  highlight the most salient object 

location, namely that of the cup (cycles 11-14). Further, through 

interaction with the Salincy_map layer, the position of the cup would  

be activated  in the Attention layer, which in this case is the right top  

unit in the Attention layer (cycles 19-20). Meanwhile, top down 

effects will start to interact with the activation development in the V4 

and  V2 layers and  bias the activations towards the crayfish-specific 

features. This interaction ind irecetly also strengthens the activity at 

the location where the crayfish was actually presented . This 

interaction in turn activates the location unit representing the 

crayfish location in the Attention layer. At this time, a competition 

between locations takes place driven by bottom-up and  top-down 

effects (cycles 21-42). In this case, this competition gives way to 

attention being focus on the crayfish (cycle 42-113). 

On the basis of the simulation and  analysis, the outcomes of the 

study can be summarized  along the following lines. When more than 

one object is presented  simultaneously, the network‘s response was 

arbitrary. That means that the network was confused  among the 

inputs and  was unable to classify them. Here, it is worth mentioning, 

that the network has inherent limitations in that it can classify one 

object at a time. Later on, when the bottom -up  attention mechanism 

in the form of the ‗where‘ network was attached  to the object 

recognition or the ‗what‘ network, the network began to focus on one 

specific object and  recognized  it correctly. The ‗where‘ network 

generated  a saliency map and  thereby selected  the strongest object in 

the input, with active interaction with the ‗what‘ network  for further 

processing along the ‗what‘ network hierarchy. In this case, the  

bottom-up attention mechanism helps the network single out the 

strongest object and  recognizes it. If inhibition of return is 

implemented , then the network will recognize the objects, one by 

one, in decreasing order of their activation strengths. Lastly, when 

we included  the task specific top -d own cues through the output 

layer, the network changed  its criterion of selectivity from the 
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strongest object to the most task-specific object. The interaction 

between the ‗what‘ and  ‗where‘ networks lead  to detection of the 

most task specific object in the input. These results are in line with 

the behavior of the biological vision.  
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Figure 4.5: Consecutive snapshots of activations in the various 

network layers (each layer is made up of a matrix of units, and  the 

activation values of these matrices are shown here). The recorded  

changes in activation for d ifferent processing cycles illustrate how 

task-based  focus of attention emerges as a result of top -down and  

bottom-up interactions. For each graph, in the order from left to 

right, the columns represent: Number of processing cycle (how far 

computation of activation has gone), activations in Object_cat 

layer, Input layer, Saliency_map layer, and  Attention layer of the 

network. Yellow (light) colors denote high activation values, red  

(dark) colors low activation. Gray (neu tral) color means no 

activation. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Discussion and Future Work 

 

 

 

 

 
This thesis is about biologically-insp ired  interactive neural networks 

for object recognition. As part of the research, an existing 

biologically-plausible object recognition model was used  with some 

modifications, to develop  interactive networks for simulations. The 

main focus was to understand  how interactive networks work, and  

what effects d ifferent structural and  algorithmic parameters have on 

the performance of the networks. The performance of the network 

was evaluated  and  op timized  through systematic testing for various 

recognition tasks. In add ition to, the interactivity of the network was 

used  to produce emergent attentional effects that demonstrate the 

strength of bid irectional information processing over feed -forward  

processing.  

 

4.1 Discussion 

Most of the existing biologically-inspired  models have a feed-

forward  architecture. These models lack the true strength that a 

biologically-inspired  system should  have. Also, there are various 

visual phenomena, for example, attention, which cannot be 

explained  and  modeled  in a biologically p lausible way by 

considering only feed -forward  information processing. On the other 

hand , recurrent or bid irectional models are very powerful 
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computational machines and  theoretically able to mod el a number of 

vision-related  mechanisms. But, on a practical level, bid irectionality 

in a model increases the model‘s complexity and  makes it d ifficult to 

manage, which leads to a number of problems. One such problem 

arises due to the tendency of bid irectional models to learn an object 

so well and  with such an internal representation that the 

generalization ability of the model for novel input objects decreases. 

Previously, it has been shown that a mix of Hebbian and  error d riven 

learning is useful for the generalization ability of a three layer 

network. We extended  this idea, and  experimented  with biologically-

inspired  multilayer networks (Paper-II). The resu lts from that study 

suggest that a combination of Hebbian and  error d riven learning is a 

good  choice for biologically-based  networks. It improves both 

generalization performance and  the biological plausibility of the 

network. On the other hand , pure error -driven learning used  with 

the powerful bid irectionally-connected  hierarchical networks runs 

the risk of over-fitting, and  could  therefore impair the network‘s 

ability to generalize. Further analysis shows that Hebbian learning at 

the feature extraction level develops modular feature detectors and  

that other hidden layers introduces useful constraints on error d riven 

learning and  helps to develop representations which facilitate part-

based  generalizations. 

Our results show that feature extraction has a role in the 

generalization ability of these networks. In add ition to the algorithm 

used , in our case a mix of the Hebbian learning and  error-driven 

learning, the size of the receptive field s used  in the network influence 

feature extraction performance. It is one of the most fascinating 

concepts for biologically-inspired  bid irectional networks. It facilitates 

the feature extraction process and  its size has d irect impact on the 

size of the features that are extracted  from the input. In order to 

evaluate and  understand  the connection between the generalization 

performance of the network and  the size of the receptive field s used , 

a study was carried  out using Hebbian learning as the feature 

extraction method . The study suggests that for better generalization 

performance, the receptive field  must be large enough to contain 

some meaningful parts of the input image. Here, ‗meaningful‘ means 
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a part that is in some way useful for  the recognition tasks. Analysis 

shows that the receptive fields which do not contain any such part 

develop false activation patterns, due to backward  connections. 

Consequently, false feature detectors are developed  that are useless 

and  can be obstructive for generalization. These results are valid  

under the condition that the feature detectors are develop ed  through 

learning instead  of being hard -coded , and  that the feature extraction 

layer has backward  connections to the input layer. 

A very common practice in the computer vision community is to 

use hard -coded  feature extraction which approximates the line-

feature-detection property of the biological vision system in V1. 

Contrary to common practice, in our first two stud ies we relied  on 

the more biologically-p lausible Hebbian learning for extracting 

features from the data set. We conducted  a study to evaluate the 

performance of the model for two feature extracting methods: the 

hard  coded  feature extraction method  using Gabor filters and  the 

Hebbian learning method . The systematic testing shows that for the 

task presented  to the network hard  coded  method  has an edge over 

the Hebbian learning method . Additionally, the hard  coded  method  

is fast to learn a given data set, as predefined  feature d etectors do not 

need  any learning to develop feature detectors.  

As mentioned  earlier, considering only feedforward  processing 

does not explain and  is unable to model attentional focus in a 

biologically plausible way. In the literature, most of the existing work 

related  to attentional computation is based  on feedforward  

architectures, whose implementation compromises biological 

plausibility. From a biological point of view , attention is not a 

separate, stand -alone mechanism within the visual system, but an 

emergent property and  an ou tcome of interaction between the 

ventral and  dorsal pathways. In our work, we model the attention 

mechanism in a biologically plausible way. In our model, there is no 

separate module for computing attention but  instead  attention 

emerges in the network d ue to interaction within the network. The 

network generates the attention focus on an object by using both 

image based  bottom-up cues as well as task specific top -down cues. 
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4.2 Future Work 

In this thesis only shape information of the objects was used  as basic 

features for processing in the models. This is in line with early 

theories [70][71] that assume that color information is more or less 

irrelevant for object recognition  tasks. But, recent research 

[72][73][74] shows that color can improve recognition performance. 

The human visual system utilizes color information for object 

recognition. Moreover, we can easily appreciate the role of color cues 

in attention focus. One possible way to extend  this work is to add  

color information in processing. While it will most probably increase 

the performance of the model, many interesting implementation 

related  issues will arise, e.g., which types of feature representation 

should  be used  for color processing in the model; what schemes 

should  be used  for assigning weights to a particu lar feature type; and  

how d ifferent types of features might interact with each other.  

In the present work, we used  simple d ata sets, with the aim to 

clearly understand  the working of biologically-insp ired  networks. 

Now, after analyzing and  estimating the efficacies of d ifferent 

structural and  algorithmic parameter s, the next step will be to 

develop networks for practical app lications. For the evaluation of 

performance, available standard  d ata set can be used  which allows 

d irect comparison with existing state-of-the-art systems. 
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Appendix A 

 

Gabor filters as a feature extraction method: 

 

The Gabor filter was postu lated  by Dennis Gabor for image 

processing. A Gabor filter is a linear filter and  mainly used  for edge 

detection tasks. These filters got considerable attention after the 

d iscovery that they approximate the characteristics of the V1 cell in 

the visual cortex [75][76].  

 

A Gabor filter can be represented  by the following equation  

 

𝑭 𝒖𝟏,𝒖𝟐 = 𝐞𝐱𝐩 −
 𝒖𝟏 

𝟐 + 𝜸𝟐𝒖𝟐 
𝟐 

𝟐𝝈𝟐
 × 𝒄𝒐𝒔  

𝟐𝝅

𝝀
𝒖𝟏   

 

𝒖𝟏  = 𝒖𝟏 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽 + 𝒖𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽 

 

 

   𝒖𝟐  = −𝒖𝟏 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽 + 𝒖𝟐 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽 

 

Where: 

 

                     𝛉 =  orientation 

                     𝝈 =  effective length 

                     𝜸 =  aspect ratio 

                     𝝍 =  phase 

                     𝝀 = wavelength 
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Appendix B 

 

The pseudo code for the Leabra: 

 (This pseud o code has been taken from the book ‗Computational 
Explorations in Cognitive Neuroscience‘ [35]) 

 

1. Iterate over minus and plus phases of settling for each 

event. 

(a)  At start of settling, for all units: 

i. Initialize all state variables (activation, v_m, etc). 

ii. Apply external patterns (clamp input in minus, input & 

output in plus). 

iii. Compute net inpu t scaling terms (constants, computed   

here so network can be dynamically altered). 

iv. Optimization: compute net input once from all static 

activations (e.g., hard -clamped  external inputs). 

 

(b) During each cycle of settling, for all non -clamped  units: 

i. Compute excitatory net input (net or 𝜂𝑗  ,  and  𝑔𝑖  if unit-

based  inhib) – sender-based  optimization by ignoring 

inactives. 

ii. Compute kWTA inhibition for each layer, based  on 𝑔𝑗
ө: 

 

A. Sort units into two groups based  on  𝑔𝑗
ө: top k and  

remaining k+1 to n. 

B. If basic, find  k and  k+1 th highest, If averaged-based , 

compute average of 1 to k & k+1 to n 

C. Set inhibitory cond uctance 𝑔𝑖  between k and  k+1 for 

basic kWTA, or between averages fir average-based  

iii. Compute point-neuron activation combining excitatory 

input and  inhibition. 

 

 

(c) After settling, for all units:  
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i. Record  final settling activations as either minus or plus 

phase (act_m or act_p). 

 

2. After both phases update the weights (based on linear 

current   weight values), for all connections: 

(a) Compute error-driven weight changes with CHL with soft 

weight bounding 

 

(b) Compute Hebbian weight changes with CPCA from plus-

phase activations. 

 

(c) Compute net weight change as weighted  sum of error -driven 

and  Hebbian. 

 

(d ) Increment the weights accord ing to net weight change. 
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instances of an object class before classifying. In this thesis, we have investigated the working of an interactive neural network by fine tuning 

different structural and algorithmic parameters.  The performance of the networks was evaluated by analyzing the generalization ability of the 

trained network to novel objects. Furthermore, the interactivity of the network was utilized to simulate focus of attention during object 

classification. Attention is an important visual mechanism for object recognition, and provides an efficient way of using the limited 

computational resources of the human visual system. Unlike most previous work in the field of image processing, in this thesis attention is 

considered as an integral part of object processing. In this work attentional focus is computed within the same network and in parallel with 

object recognition. 

As a first step, a study into the efficacy of Hebbian learning as a feature extraction method was conducted. In a second study, the receptive field 

size in the network, which controls the size of the extracted features as well as the number of layers in the network, was varied and analyzed to 

find its effect on generalization. In a third study, a comparison was made between learnt (Hebbian learning) and hard-coded feature detectors. In 

a fourth study, attentional focus was computed using interaction between bottom-up and top-down activation flow, with the aim to handle 

multiple objects in the visual scene. On the basis of the results and analysis of our simulations, we have found that the generalization 

performance of the bidirectional hierarchical network improves with the addition of a small amount of Hebbian learning to an otherwise error-

driven learning. We also conclude that the optimal size of the receptive fields in our network depends on the object of interest in the image. 

Moreover, each receptive field must contain some part of the object in the input image. We have also found that networks using hard coded 

feature extraction perform better than the networks that use Hebbian learning for developing feature detectors. In the last study, we have 

successfully demonstrated the emergence of visual attention within an interactive network that handles more than one object in the input field. 

Our simulations demonstrate how bidirectional interactivity directs attentional focus towards the required object by using both bottom-up and 

top-down effects. 

In general, the findings of this thesis will increase understanding about the working of biologically-inspired interactive networks. Specifically, 

studying the effects of the structural and algorithmic parameters that are critical for the generalization property will help develop these and 

similar networks and lead to improved performance on object recognition tasks. The results from the attention simulations can be used to 

increase the ability of networks to deal with multiple objects in an efficient and effective manner. 
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